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... from the Editor's desk 

Welcome to the first issue of Applied Multivariate Research (AMR), which 
was formerly known as Multivariate Experimental Clinical Research (MECR). 
MECR has been in existence for over 30 years and was originally started by 
Raymond B. Cattell (1905 - 1998) as the Journal of Multivariate Experimental 
Personality & Clinical Psychology. The impetus for developing this journal 
appears to have been to provide an outlet for clinical and personality researchers 
interested in implementing multivariate statistical techniques. 

The name change to AMR reflects a desire to build upon the work that 
Raymond Cattell started many years ago, as well as to build upon the work of 
Charles A. Burdsal, who served as editor for this journal for many years. In read
ing through previous issues of the journal, one is struck by a single theme of an 
adherence to showcasing examples of solid multivariate research. By perusing 
past issues of the journal, one can find papers ranging in topics such as an exami
nation of the Beck Hopelessness Scale (Steer, Beck, & Brown, 1997), a compari
son of approaches to item-parcelling in confirmatory factor analysis (Schallow, 
2000), and an algorithm for the entry of multidimensional scaling data (Martz, 
1996). 

Over the past several years, this journal has suffered from a lack of attention. 
For some time, the publication frequency was erratic and, for the past six years, 
the journal ceased to be published at all. Having taken over as editor of the jour
nal three years ago, I have encountered the difficulties involved with essentially 
starting a journal from scratch. In re-starting the journal, the name has been 
changed to reflect a slightly different direction and several measures have been 
taken to increase paper flow. While there is still much work to be done, things are 
once again moving in the right direction. 

The name change reflects a desire to better capture the direction of the journal. 
An examination of more recent issues reveals the fact that the journal wasn't 
exclusively oriented to clinical and personality research. Though there have been 
many papers published in these areas, even in recent issues of the journal, there 
has been a shift toward addressing applied problems, including both applied 
content problems and applied methodological problems. 

Consequently, the journal Applied Multivariate Research, which is sponsored 
by the Society for Applied Multivariate Research, is intended to specialize in 
publishing methodological and content papers that deal with the application of 
both classical and modern multi variate statistical techniques, as well as measure
ment issues, in applied settings. This may indude examples of well conducted 
applied research where the data are analyzed using multivariate statistical tech
niques; methodologically oriented papers dealing with any of a variety of issues 
that come up in applied research (e.g., extreme sample sizes, distributional char
acteristics, missing data, poorly conditioned data, etc.); or, applied measurement 
content or method papers. In terms of methodological papers, the journal will 
entertain papers dealing with theoretical and mathematical issues in multi variate 
statistical analysis and measurement, but will give preference to papers focusing 
on solutions to applied problems. 
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In an effort to re-start the journa], the decision was made to put together some 
theme issues. The first theme issue deals with cluster analysis. Cluster analysis is 
a fairly frequently applied multivariate technique (see e.g., Hershberger, 2003). 
As many readers are already aware, cluster analysis refers to a group of multivar
iate techniques designed to discover natural1y occurring groupings of objects, or 
to group objects according to their characteristics. The term object is deliberately 
chosen here, rather than variables. This is because the objects can be variables, 
people, or something else, such as insects or universities. An example of a crea
tive use of cluster analysis is offered by Cramer and Collins (this issue), who 
clustered personality theorists. In addition to this paper, there are several others of 
interest in this issue. For instance, the first paper provides an overview of cluster 
analysis and introduces a multi-method approach to cluster analysis, one designed 
to give the researcher a greater deal of certainty about the number of clusters to 
interpret. The-remainder of the papers deal with applications of cluster analysis, 
one from clinical neuro-psychology and two from industrial-organizational 
psycho]ogy. Thus, it is with this set of papers that Applied Multivariate Research 
is once again being published. 

As a final note, I would like to thank those who have helped to get this journal 
back on track. Aside from the previous editor Charles Burdsal and the current 
Manuscript Editor John CorneJI, I would also like to thank the Editorial Po]icy 
Board, whose names and affiliations appear below, as well as several members of 
the Society for Applied Multivariate Research and others who helped to review 
manuscripts. 

Editorial Policy Board: 

Ira Bernstein, University of Texas, Arlington 

Charles Burdsal, Wichita State University 

Roger E. Kirk, Baylor University 

Stewart Page, University of Windsor 

Bruce Thompson, Texas A&M University 
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ABSTRACT 

As computers have become more powerful, researchers have begun to use 
more and more complex multivariate statistical procedures to understand data 
sets. Cluster analysis has flourished in the last decade, yet its complexity and 
reputation as a form of "soft" statistics continues to hamper its use in many 
ways. This article is intended as an introduction to both the science and the art of 
cluster analysis to the reader who has only a basic knowledge of the technique. In 
addition, a working ex.ample is provided to illustrate aspects of the process of 
completing a cluster analysis. 

INTRODUCTION 

Many of the research methods and statistical analyses employed today, such as 
T-tests, Analysis of Variance (ANO VA), and Multivariate Analysis of Variance 
(MANOVA) assume that researchers have an a priori research hypothesis and are 
reasonably familiar with the groups that will be compared during scientific inves
tigation. However, investigators sometimes wish to empirically determine the 
existence and characteristics of subgroups within a population, test hypotheses 
about theoretically based subgroups, or challenge hypotheses made by other 
researchers about existing or new population subgroups. 

The intention of this review, and the working ex.ample that follows at the end 
of this paper, is to make cluster analysis more understandable for researchers who 
have only a cursory understanding of the technique. Included is a description of 
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the variety of classification methods available to investigators, advantages and 
limitations of those methods, and important methodological considerations. 
Although cluster analysis can be used to classify three-dimensional data (Gordon, 
1999), this paper will focus on the most common situations, that is, where a large 
sample of cases are described by a number of variables in a two-dimensional data 
matrix and the researcher wishes to accomplish one or more of the purposes 
outlined below. 

Cluster analysis refers to a broad group of quasi-statistical techniques that 
allow researchers to empirically define subgroups of individuals within a popula
tion. Cases (i.e., participants) are classified into subgroups using multivariate data 
combined with informed decision making by the investigator. The characteristics 
of each subgroup are identified, resulting in the initial stages of a typology (i.e., 
initial rules for classification of individuals within each subgroup). For example, 
researchers (Costello, Hulsey, Schoenfeld, & Ramamurthy, 1987; Robinson, 
Geisser, Dieter, & Swerdlow, 1991) who were interested in grouping chronic pain 
patients according to their ability to cope with pain, analyzed personality profiles 
and coping styles from the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory to estab
lish subgroup classification. Jones (2001) classified chronic pain patients into 
different descriptive groups based on clinical observations concerning their habit
ual ways of regulating emotions, and whether those methods of emotional regula
tion are successful for patients. In the field of child-clinical neuropsychology, 
Saunders, Hall, Casey, and Strang (2000) clustered children into subgroups based 
on their Personality Inventory for Children - Revised (PIC-R) profiles. They 
found that the PlC-R subgroups identified were consistent with distinct forms of 
psychopathology previously reported in the literature. In the above examples, the 
researchers used systematically collected, reliable data to empirically derive rela
tively homogeneous subgroups from a larger, more heterogeneous clinical popula
tion. 

Usage Considerations for Cluster Analysis 

Gordon (1999) suggested that cluster analysis serves a number of useful 
purposes including: ( l) providing researchers with the means to identify underly
ing clusters of cases within a population, especially when there are large amounts 
of multivariate data, (2) examining the correspondence between the data and 
previously hypothesized models, (3) generating new hypotheses that better 
account for underlying data structure, (4) examining similarities and differences 
between subgroups on other important variables once an empirical typology has 
been defined to determine the validity of the solution, and (5) exploring data in 
the context of post-hoc analyses of the data set. 

Given the potential usefulness of cluster analysis, one might ask why re
searchers have not used it more frequently. There are several methodological 
concerns when using cluster analysis. For example, a properly conducted cluster 
analysis requires a large sample size. A sample of at least 200 to 300 cases, after 
eliminating outliers , is usually desirable. However, clustering techniques can be 
conducted on samples of fewer cases. Anderberg (1973) noted that the seemingly 
simple problem of dividing 25 elements into five non-overlapping clusters has 2.4 
x 1015 possible solutions. As a result, cluster analysis is computationally complex 
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and has only become practical as more affordable, higher speed computers and 
complimentary software have become readily available. Unlike other statistical 
techniques (e.g., ANOVA, t-test) that are based on widely accepted statistical 
principles that have become more clearly defined over time, there are a multitude 
of cluster analysis techniques and few clear rules for deciding which techniques 
to use and how to use them effectively. In addition, there is no measure of "fit" 
(e.g., R2

) for cluster analysis, resulting in a more subjective analysis of the results. 
These cluster analysis usage considerations have often hindered researchers from 
using cluster analysis. 

There are several issues that are important to address when considering cluster 
analysis as a research tool. These issues have a significant impact on the reliabili
ty and validity of the clusters identified by the analysis and are outlined below. 

Standardizing Data 

Before conducting a cluster analysis, researchers must make a decision regard
ing the standardization of data. If the variance of the variables included in the 
analysis is significantly different, it is often incorrectly assumed that standardiza
tion is essential to avoid differential weighting of those variables. However, 
Milligan (1996) noted that if clusters exist naturally within the specified variable 
space, then standardization may obscure cluster differences. It is also often 
assumed that if standardization is necessary, the use of traditional z-scores and 
derivatives (e.g., T-scores) is most appropriate. In a review of a number of simula
tion studies, Milligan (1996) suggested that often the best cluster recovery results 
are obtained when standardization is based on range (distance along the score 
distribution), rather than on standard deviation from the mean. 

Treatment of Outliers 

Any case that falls outside the natural variable space in a data set can be 
considered an outlier. Milligan ( 1996) argued that as the number of outliers in
creases, the ability to recover the "true" underlying cluster structure of the data 
set decreases. Before elimination, outliers should be examined for clinical rele
vance. These outliers may represent unique cases or subtypes with a very low 
incidence rate in the population. 

There are two primary ·strategies that may be used to minimize the effects of 
outliers on accurate cluster recovery. First, obvious outliers can be eliminated 
from the data, and the relationship of each outlier to the final clusters can be as
sessed after the analysis is complete. This can be accomplished through visual 
inspection of the data in graphic representation to identify cases that exist outside 
the natural variable space. Alternatively, cases where multiple data values deviate 
more than three standard deviations from the mean can be excluded from the data 
set. This method is especially important when using cluster analysis techniques 
that emphasize variable elevation rather than pattern. In these instances, the 
"extreme" elevation of individual cases will have a considerable impact on the 
mean centroids generated during the cluster analysis. An alternative, but more 
complex, method of eliminating outliers, is to use a complex statistical technique 
such as De Soete's (1986, 1988) optimal variable weighting method. 
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Sample Size 

Cluster solutions can vary quite dramatically from sample to sample. Again, a 
sample of at least 200 to 300 cases, after eliminating outliers is considered neces
sary. Clustering algorithms are more likely to produce unreliable results and 
sampling error if the sample size used in the analysis is relatively small. In addi
tion, larger sample size increases the likelihood of identifying unique groups of 
cases that exist infrequently in the population being studied. Consequently, it is 
imperative that every cluster solution is replicated, either by using a different 
clustering method or by repeating the same analysis on an additional sample. 
Milligan (1996) advised that researchers should have access to a sufficient 
number of cases to replicate the analysis in a follow-up investigation using an 
independent sample, or split one larger sample into two smaller subsamples for 
separate analyses. 

Selection of Variables 

The proper selection of variables used as the basis for clustering cases is criti
cal to the solution that will result from the analysis (Gordon, 1999; Milligan, 
1996). It is important to select variables with good reliability and validity. The 
inclusion of unnecessary variables can contribute error to the analysis and obscure 
existing differences in the sample. Extraneous variables can result in improper 
assignment of cases, resulting in the formation of "artificial" groups that may 
lack reliability and validity. Variables that decrease the accuracy of cluster re
trieval in the described manner are called masking variables. Complex tech
niques, such as De Soete's method, have been developed to compensate for 
masking variables. However, the simplest method of limiting masking effects is 
to employ only variables in the analysis that have a sound theoretical basis for 
inclusion. 

Considerations For Highly Correlated Variables 

When examining the relationships between multiple variables, it may be 
tempting to eliminate highly correlated variables using statistical methods such as 
principal components analysis. Milligan (1996) cautioned that reducing correlated 
variable may not be appropriate. Although a specific cluster solution may exist in 
the original variable space (e.g., including correlated variables), the same solution 
may not exist in the reduced variable space. Simplification of the data may result 
in failure to identify reliable and valid cluster patterns, distortion of the true clus
ter patterns, or the production of a theoretically meaningless cluster solution that 
lacks ecological validity. Prior to the elimination of variable intercorrelation, 
researchers must decide whether the hypothesized clusters from the original data 
space are likely to be comparab]e to those in the reduced variable space. Further, 
such decisions should be based on theoretical considerations or a priori knowl
edge of the data set when possible. 

Need for Theory to Drive the Analysis 

A sound theory is a necessary foundation for cluster analysis, as it allows for 
the determination of appropriate variables for inclusion in the ana1ysis, and is 
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essential for identifying the most appropriate cluster solution. Since there is a 
paucity of objective criteria for determining the optimal number of clusters in a 
solution, it is the responsibility of the investigator to examine the characteristics 
of the resulting clusters and determine if they are theoretically viable. This pro
cess represents the first step in detennining the ecological validity of the solution 
and typically includes the examination of descriptive statistics for individual 
variables used in the analysis within each identified cluster. 

Establishing the ecological validity of the solution may also involve examin
ing cluster differences via external relevant criteria to theoretically determine the 
most appropriate cluster solution. For example, in an examination of subtypes of 
intellectual strengths and weaknesses, clusters may be compared on other meas
ures not used in the cluster analysis, such as academic achievement. For the clus
ters to form meaningful (i.e., externally valid) subtypes, we would expect to see 
meaningful and predictable differences in achievement that result from the differ
ent patterns of intellectual strengths and weaknesses. 

Measures of Similarity and Dissimilarity 

The primary purpose of cluster analysis is to determine cases with enough 
similarity to be considered part of the same group, while being different from 
cases in another group. To accomplish this aim, a method of measuring the simi
larity of cases is necessary. The choice of a similarity measure can affect the 
efficacy of cluster recovery, such that certain methods of deriving cluster similari
ty are more suitable to certain types of data. The measures of similarity most 
commonly utilized during cluster analysis are the Squared Euclidean Distance 
and Pearson correlation coefficient (Milligan, 1996). Alternative measures are 
available (e.g., members of the Mintkowski Metric Family, Manhattan Distance, 
Power Distance), but are infrequently used and will not be described here. The 
interested reader is referred to Gordon ( 1996) for greater detail on measures of 
similarity/dissimilarity in hierarchical cluster analyses. 

Euclidean Distance 

In Euclidean Distance, one computes the difference between two cases on a 
variable then squares the difference to eliminate the effect of directionality 
(Gordon, I 996; Milligan & Cooper, 1987). This process is repeated for each 
variable and the squared differences are summed. Euclidean Distance is employed 
when the pattern of scores across a number of variables is of interest. Euclidean 
Distance is described by the following mathematical equation in which k = the kth 

variable for two cases, i and j, and wk= non-negative weights associated with 
each variable. 

D .. == 
IJ 

Since variables may exhibit different variances, they can be assigned relative 
weightings to compensate for differences when determining the cluster solution. 
However, as previous ly discussed, the practice of data transformation prior to 
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cluster analysis is somewhat controversial. That being said, Euclidean Distance 
tends to be utilized most frequently in cases where profile shape and elevation are 
of interest. For ex.ample, in many clinical subtyping studies, patterns represent 
different types of problems, whereas the elevation represents problem severity. 
Clinical researchers often want to discriminate between groups based upon both 
the types of problems and the severity, leading to the use of Euclidean Distance 
for many of these investigations. 

Pearson Correlation Coefficient 

When employing the Pearson correlation coefficient, the emphasis for categor
ization is based on similarity of cases, rather than distance between cases. An 
advantage of using the Pearson correlation coefficient is that it eliminates the 
effects of differing means and variances that occur between cases (Milligan & 
Cooper, 1987). Morris, Blash field, and Satz ( 1981) suggested that the Pearson 
correlation coefficient appears to be more useful as a measure of similarity for 
data where profile elevation is not important. Correlational measures of similarity 
will ignore elevation, but capture information regarding shape, such that two 
profiles with the same shape, but with different levels, would be classified as 
similar. The Pearson Correlation coefficient is most often used in pure categoriza
tion research, where the characteristics of the group are unaffected by elevation, 
such as demographic grouping in social science research. 

Cluster Analytic Methods 

In addition to choosing a measure of similarity, investigators interested in 
empirical classification of data must also decide among a number of different 
cluster analytic algorithms. Milligan and Cooper (1987) classified these algo
rithms into four broad categories: overlapping methods, ordination methods, se
quential agglomerative hierarchical clustering methods, and iterative partitioning 
methods. 

Overlapping and ordination methods are described briefly. However, meth
odological discussion has been focused on primarily sequential agglomerative 
hierarchical and iterative partitioning methods, as they are the algorithms most 
commonly used and represent the methods used in the working ex.ample. 

Overlapping Methods 

Overlapping methods (sometimes referred to as clumping methods) consist of 
a small number of algorithms that allow for overlapping cluster membership. 
These algorithms result in the formation of many large and small subgroups. The 
major methodological flaw with these overlapping techniques is that the same 
case can be simultaneously assigned to more than one group. As a result, overlap
ping techniques have limited use in real world applications and are not often 
reported in the literature. 

Ordination Methods 

Ordination methods are more commonly used by psychologists than research
ers in other fields . These algorithms create a dimensional representation of the 
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data by reducing the number of ·variables in the original data set through factor 
analysis using the Pearson correlation coefficient as a measure of similarity 
(Milligan & Cooper, 1987). Ordination methods reduce individual cases of data 
across a number of variables, into. groups of cases (factors) that offer an explana
tion of the relationship between individual cases. Q-factor analysis is the most 
frequently used ordination method. cited in the literature. In Q-factor analysis, the 
original data matrix of cases and variables is transposed such that the correlation 
matrix becomes a correlation of cases, rather than variables. 

As described above, the first .step in ordination methods involves factor analy
sis. Cluster assignment for each individual case is performed after the initial 
factor analysis, and is determined by subjective criteria (typically based on a 
theory) set by the researcher. For example, in Skinner's Modal Profile Analysis 
(Skinner, 1979; Skinner, 1981), which is one type of ordination method, cases are 
assigned to clusters if their factor loading on any of the identified dimensions 
exceeds a predetermined cut-off value (e.g., r = .50). Thus, some cases may 
remain unclassified by these techniques. 

Sequential Agglomerative Hierarchi<;al Clustering Methods 

This group of algorithms, most often referred to as hierarchical cluster analy
sis, is likely the most popular clustering methodology utilized in research investi
gations. When using hierarchical algorithms, each case is initially considered to 
be a separate cluster. In the first iteration, an individual case is joined with the 
most similar case. On each subsequent iteration, clusters/cases are joined until all 
cases comprise one cluster. Therefore, if there are "n" cases in the data set, there 
will be "n-1" steps in the hierarchical clustering process. The clusters generated 
by this procedure are unique and non-overlapping, which means that a single case 
belongs to only one cluster. Furthermore, once a case is assigned to a cluster, that 
case cannot be removed from the cluster during subsequent stages of the analysis. 

There are several different hierarchical clustering algorithms, which are 
primarily distinguished by the criterion used to determine which two clusters are 
merged during each step. The four most common hierarchical methods are de
scribed briefly below. In the Single-Linkage method, clusters are joined on the 
basis of the closest pair of individual cases. Consequently, this technique is 
sometimes referred to as the ''nearest neighbor" method. In the Complete-Link
age method, clusters are determined on the basis of which individual cases are the 
most remote. Therefore, this method is known as the "furthest neighbor" meth
od. The Group Average Linkage method joins clusters on the basis of the average 
distance between all pairs of individuals. Finally, Ward's tries to minimize the 
sum of squares of any tw~ hypothetical clu~ters. Generally, Ward's method is 
very efficient, however, it tends to create clusters of small size. 

It can be difficult to determine which clustering techniques are most appro
priate for individual data sets and different research contexts. One widely used 
method of comparing clustering techniques is Monte Carlo simulations. In these 
simulations, artificial data sets are generated which include varying characteris
tics and a known underlying cluster structure. The data sets are then clustered 
using one or more techniques to determine the accuracy of cluster recovery. The 
artificial data sets can vary according to the number of true clusters, spacing 
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between the clusters, relative cluster sizes, or the number of data dimensions. The 
results of different cluster solutions are generally compared using measures such 
as the corrected Rand Index (Hubert & Arabie, 1985; Milligan, J..996), which 
returns values near 1.00 when recovery of true clusters is very accurate, and 
values near 0.00 when recovery is occurring at chance levels. 

M<:>st of the following empirical research on cluster analysis is based on Monte 
Carlo simulations. Milligan and Cooper (1987) presented a summary of experi
ments conducted by a number of researchers to determine which hierarchical 
methods performed better under different circumstances. Their primary conclu
sion was that no single method outperforms any other method consistently, and 
that alternate methods perform differently under varied conditions. For example, 
it was concluded that Complete-Linkage usually recovered clusters better than the 
Single-Linkage method when examining data where true cluster membership was 
previously known. It was also found that Ward's method appeared to perform 
better when recovering non-overlapping clusters of approximately equal size or 
when studying bivariate normal populations. If unequal cluster sizes were present, 

_ the Complete-Linkage a_nd Group Average methods performed better. It was also 
found that the Group Average method performed better if the correlation coeffi
cient was used as a similarity measure instead of using Squared Euclidean Dis
tance. 

Cluster shape tends to influence cluster recovery under different methods. The 
Single-Linkage method was found to perform more poorly than the other three 
hierarchical methods, whereas Ward's method performed well under most condi
tions in which it was tested. However, Ward's method tends to recover spherical 
clusters and performs less favorably when clusters are elliptical (Everitt et al., 
2001). The Group Average method was somewhat erratic in its cluster recovery 
capabilities. Finally, the Milligan and Cooper ( 1987) study found that the Com
plete-Linkage method was sometimes superior to the Gmup Average method, but 
was typically inferior to cluster recovery using Ward's method. Similarly, Gibson 
and Novy (1993) found that Complete-Linkage, Ward's method, and the Group 
Average method all worked well across various populatiohs. 

Iterative Partitioning Methods 

Partitioning methods are iterative processes that continually recalculate cluster 
centroids, allowing for continual comparison of cases to the new centroid, and the 
reassignment of cases as the centroid!, change (Milligan & Cooper, 1987; Morris 
et al., 1981 ). The iterative process continues until cluster membership becomes 
stable, such that relocation of additional cases will not significantly affect the 
characteristics of the cluster. Similar to hierarchical methods, partitioning meth
ods also produce distinct, non-overlapping solutions, where all cases (including 
outliers) are assigned to a cluster. However, unlike hierarchical methods, parti
tioning methods require the user to specify the number of clusters ( denoted as K) 
in the final solution. The most commonly used partition method is K-Means 
analysis. 

Although' it would appear that partitioning methods have an advantage over 
hierarchical methods by virtue of being able to reassign cases that may have been 
assigned inappropriately in an earlier hierarchical analysis, partitioning methods 
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also have some limitations. The main drawback to partitioning methods is that 
before the cluster assignment can begin a specific number of clusters must be 
entered into the algorithm and the centroids for the variables within each cluster 
must be entered by the investigator, or "seeded" into the analysis. This process 
can be accomplished through random centroid generation, Which can involve 
computer driven random selection of cases to estimate starting centroids. Howev
er, random centroid generation is not recommended. Alternatively, researchers 
can specify the "starting seeds" based on a previously determined value_. Howev
er, this requires a priori knowledge of both how many and what type of clusters 
will ·likely be identified. Cluster seeds can also be derived from means obtained 
from similar populations, or from clusters identified using other clustering 
methods (e.g., hierarchical agglomerative methods; Milligan & Cooper, 1987). 

Additional Considerations for Use of Cluster Analysis 

The preceding discussion of methods for cluster analysis illustrated the inher
ent advantages and limitations of each clustering algorithm. However, there are 
_ other considerations that must also be taken into account. For example, hierarchi
·cal method~ are very sensitive to the presence of outliers in the data because all 
cases are forced into clusters, even when they are not similar to other cluster 
members. In contrast, ordination methods do not force cases into clusters if their 
loading on cluster dimensions ts below the cut-off. Partitioning methods have the 
advantage of being able to move cases to more appropriate clusters as iterations 
progress and cluster centroids change. However, like hierarchical methods, they 
also assign all cases to clusters. In addition, partitioning methods have limited 
sensitivity with respect to the cluster solutions relationship to the initial centroid 
values, especially if those values were randomly chosen. 

Given the advantages and limitations of a wide array of clustering techniques 
and measures of similarity, researchers are faced with a series of decisions when 
determining how to cluster cases into empirically derived subgroups. Although 
there are no ''right" answers regarding methodology, there are some guidelines 
for dealing with many of the difficulties inherent in the use of clustering methods. 
DeLuca, Adams, and Rourke ( 1991) suggested a two-step analysis, where hierar
chical analysis was used first to generate a tentative cluster solution, followed by 
employing centroids as seeds for a subsequent K-Means partitioning analysis. 
Morris et al., (1981) used a similar two-step analysis, followed by validation of 
the clusters in their solution by comparing each cluster on a number of criterion 
using MANOVA, ANOVA, and non-parametric tests, such as Chi-square. The 
use of a more complex form of two-step clustering analysis will be demonstrated 
in the working example (s~ below). 

Determining the Number of Clusters 

Unlike many other statistical methods, it is important to remember that most 
cluster analysis methods do not include algorithms for determining the number of 
clusters in the final solution (Milligan, 1996). Most clustering methods will clas
sify cases in a data set into distinct clusters even when examining completely 
random data with no underlying structure. Consequently, the researcher must rely 
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on knowledge of the population under investigation, as well as a relevant theory, 
to formulate hypotheses regarding the number and type of clusters likely to be 
generated. The investigator may then specify the desired number of clusters in the 
solution (e.g., generated through K-Means partitioning) or search through a 
number of cluster solutions (e.g., hierarchical cluster analysis) to match cluster 
solutions with knowledge and theory about similar data sets. Moreover, having at 
least a basic underlying rationale for choosing a specific number of clusters is 
important for the reliability and validity of the cluster solution. 

Milligan and Cooper (1985) evaluated 30 different strategies for determining 
the most appropriate number of clusters (e.g., pseudo F statistic, proximity ma
trix, agglomerative schedule). These strategies are often called "stopping rules" 
because they were first introduced as a way of deciding when to stop merging 
clusters in hierarchical clustering methods. The results showed varying degrees of 
effectiveness among the strategies employed. 

Gordon ( 1999) discussed using five stopping rules, whereas Milligan ( 1996) 
recommended using two or three methods as the basis for determining the most 
appropriate number of clusters in a solution. However, to determine the most 
viable cluster solution it is also essential that the researcher reviews descriptive 
statistics for each cluster and evaluates the validity of derived clusters in relation 
to theory and other available external criterion variables. 

Replicability of Cluster Solutions 

The reliability of a typology refers to the stability of the cluster solution. The 
reliability of a cluster solution involves three different aspects of stability: the 
internal consistency of a cluster solution, the replicability of a solution across 
different samples, and the replicability of a solution across different clustering 
methods. 

The internal consistency of a cluster solution refers to the "goodness of fit" 
between the data and one or more cluster solutions. In other words, it refers to 
how well the actual cluster structure is reflected in the clusters recovered from the 
data. When a number of different solutions are derived for a single sample, the 
internal consistency of each solution can be compared to determine which solu
tion provides the best fit with the data. Two frequently used measures for assess
ing the degree of internal consistency are the gamma index and the point biserial 
correlation (Milligan & Cooper, 1987). 

The point biserial correlation is a correlation that represents: the total distance 
between two cases and the dichotomous variable indicating whether each two
case combination was classified in the same cluster. The gamma index is a ratio 
of the difference between consistent and inconsistent case pairings in the numera
tor, and the total number of possible case pairings in the denominator. 

Replicability across samples requires either the use of two different samples or 
random splitting of a large sample into two subsamples. Milligan and Cooper 
( 1987) provided an example where the second sample was clustered twice - the 
first time using centroids obtained from clustering the initial sample, and the 
second time employing an independent clustering method with the second sam
ple. Utilizing this procedure, the two cluster solutions for the second sample can 
be compared using statistics such as a corrected Rand Index (Hubert & Arabie, 
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1985; Milligan & Cooper, 1987) or a measure of association for nominal varia
bles, such as Goodman & Kruskall's Tau or the Chi-square statistic. All of these 
statistics examine the degree of consistent versus inconsistent pairings in the two 
different solutions for the second sample. 

A third, but less commonly used, way to examine the reliability of a cluster 
solution involves comparing the results of different clustering techniques. The 
solutions generated by two different algorithms can be compared using the cor
rected ·Rand Index, Goodman & Kruskall's Tau, or the Chi-square to determine 
the degree of consistent versus inconsistent pairings between the two different 
clustering methods. A high degree of consistency between two cluster solutions 
from the same sample using different clustering methods provides the investigator 
with increased confidence in the stability of the cluster solution. 

Validity of Cluster Solutions 

The predictive validity of a typology is most commonly investigated by 
determining whether subgroups identified in the cluster solution differ in mean
ingful ways on theoretically important variables that were not used as the basis 

· for the clu~ter analysis. In other words, establishing the validity of a cluster solu
tion depends on information from outside the clustering process (Milligan, 1996; 
Milligan & Cooper, 1987). ~or example, Jones (2001) identified four distinct 
subgroups of chronic pain patients on the basis of their styles of emotional regula
tion and the amount of intense negative emotions they experience. It was then 
shown that these four groups differed significantly on a number of external varia
bles, such as variables of emotional functioning not included in the cluster analy
sis, the amount of pain reported, and the degree to which pain affected the pa
tients lives on a daily basis. 

WORKING EXAMPLE 

The following working example illustrates a recoded two-step multi-method 
split-half (double internal replication) model that was designed by Saunders and 
Jones in 2000 based upon the combination of a variety of methods previously 
reported in the literature. This Ozad Institute protocol was designed to address the 
need for optimal reliability and replicability of subtypes when using cluster analy
sis with clinical data. As a result, the working example will focus on the analysis 
of archival clinical test data collected as part of a routine neuropsychological 
assessment. This example involves a Monte Carlo simulation using an artificial 
data set that includes varying characteristics and a known underlying cluster 
structure. No outliers were fabricated for thi~ data set. For an example of the use 
of the Ozad Institute protocol in a clinical research study, please refer to Saun
ders, Strang, Jones, and Goertzen (2006). 

Figure l outlines the procedure for conducting a double internal replication 
cluster analysis that is further explained in this working example. 

In this example, simulated theoretical data from all six subtests of the Inter
mediate Category Test (Reitan & Davison, 1974) were employed as variables for 
clustering children with four different neurodevelopmental diagnoses. These 
diagnoses included Nonverbal Leaming Disability (NLD); Mixed Receptive-
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Expressive Language Disorder (MRELD), Developmenlal Disability (DD), and 
Higher Order (executive dysfunction) Learning Disability (HOLD). 

Original 
.---- Sample--..__. 

Subsample 

/1~ 
Hierarchical 

Cluster 
Analysis 1 

(e.g .. 
Ward's 
method) 

Hierarchical 
Cluster 
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t t 
Visually compare graphic representations 

Figure 1. Outline for conducting a double internal replication cluster analysis. 

First, the data from the original sample (converted to T-scores) was recoded to 
reduce the variability of the data, allowing the focus to be placed on the analysis 
of the Intermediate Category Test subtest pattern of performance. It was hypothe
sized that (subtest score) elevation would be an important factor for clustering. 
Therefore, in the selection of a similarity measure, a distance measure was deter
mined to be most appropriate. This is clinically important because children with 
the same pattern of performance on the subtests may have different levels of 
subtest errors and total error scores at different levels. Therefore, Squared Eucli
dean Distance was selected. 

A two-step clustering method was chosen for this analysis. The hierarchical 
agglomerative method was employed first, followed by an iterative partitioning 
method that employed the results of the hierarchical method. Using two stages 
allows for the compensation of the largest drawback to hierarchical method: once 
an entity is assigned to a particular cluster. it remains in that cluster even though 
it may fit better elsewhere as the clustering process unfolds. Two-step clustering 
also eliminates the need to use random starting points when using iterative parti
tioning methods and provides approximate starting means. 

In the first stage of data analysis, a between-groups linkage, hierarchical 
agglomerative analysis using Squared Euclidean Distance was employed on 400 
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children (100 children with each diagnosis) with the four different neurodevelop
mental diagnoses; NLD, MRELD, DD, and HOLD. The original sample was split 
into two randomly assigned subsamples (200 in each subsample, 50 children of 
each diagnoses). To produce this_ output in SPSS (1999) on the first subsample, 
we selected from the menu bar: 

Analyze 
Classify 
Hierarchical Cluster 
Variables: (enter variables, in this case subtests 1-6 of the category test) 
Label Cases by: (diagnosis) 

Statistics 
Prrntimity Matri_x 
Cluster Membership 
Range of solutions: (in this case we would hypothesize there should be 4 
clusters based on the 4 different diagnoses, but it is still useful to explore 
differei;it solutions, e.g., from 2 to 5 clusters) 

Plots 
Den~rogram 

Method ( ensure Interval type is Squared Euclidean Distance) 
Transform Values 
Standardize: Range O to l 

The proximity matrix illustrates the distances between the cases as they ap
peared in the output. Table l shows a .small section of a proximity matrix from 
this working example. This portion of the matrix shows that the first case is .03 
from cluster 2 and .02 from cluster 3. 

Table 1. Example of a Simple Proximity Matrix Between Cases 
Using Euclidean Distance 

Euclidean Distance 

Case 1:NLD 2:NLD 3:NLD 
.. 

1:NLD .03 .02 
2:NLD .03 .04 

3:NLD .02 .04 

The agglomeration schedule identified which cases .or clusters were combined 
at each step. Smaller coefficients are indicative of the joining of homogeneous 
clusters, while larger coefficients represent the entities of the clusters that are 
more heterogeneous. When there is a sudden increase in the coefficients 
between two adjacent steps, it is typically because a solution is reached. In the 
agglomeration schedule shown in Table 2, the solution was reached when the 
coefficients increased appreciably from . l 02 to .111. 
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Table 2. Excerpt From a Hierarchical Cluster Analysis Agglomeration 
Schedule Illustrating a Substantive Change in Fusion Coefficients 

Cluster Combined Stage Cluster Fi'rst 
Appears 

Stage Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Coefficients Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Next Stage 

167 151 164 .101 149 154 179 

168 106 109 .102 133 147 174 

169 57 68 .102 143 98 182 

170 111 136 .111 0 159 183 

Alternatively, a dendrogram can be used to determine when• a solution was 
reached because it represents how clusters were joined in a tree diagram format. 
However, the distances are scaled differently from the coefficients in the cluster 
~~~~~ . 

Cluster membership identified which cases were members of each cluster. 
Table 3 shows a portion of the cases and their cluster memberships. 

Table 3. Excerpt Illustrating Cluster Membership for Specific 
Cases Using a Variety of Cluster Solutions 

Label 4 Clusters 3 Clusters 2 Clusters 

Case 98MRELD 2 . 2 1 

99MRELD 3 2 1 

lOOMRELD 2 2 1 

101 DD 4 3 2 

l02DD 4 3 2 

In the four-cluster solution recovered from this example, children with NLD 
and HOLD were clustered together, children with MRELD were split into two 
clusters, and children with DD formed one cluster. Although this is not what 
would be expected theoretically, which may be due to the algorithm used, it does 
provide the starting means for iterative methods. The cluster solution may change 
when K-Mear:is clustering is subsequently performed. To produce the output for 
the K-Means, from the menu bar we chose: 
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Variables: (enter variables, in this case subtests t:..6 of the category test) 
Label Cases by: (diagnosis) 
Number of clusters: (4) 

Save 
Cluster membership 
Distance from cluster to center 

Options 
Statistics 
Cluster information for each case 

From this output, the NLD, MRELD, DD, and HOLD groups yielded four 
distinct clusters. Also, the output displayed the means of the standardized varia
bles for each cluster or the duster center. The final cluster centers are displayed in 
Table 4. On the left side of the table are the subtests from the category test and 
the final clusters are displayed along the top (l = MRELD cluster, 2 = DD cluster, 

. 3 = HOLD cluster, 4 = NLD cluster). The numbers indicate the mean score on 
each subtest for each cluster. 

Table 4. Final Cluster Ce-nters for the Four-Cluster Solution Across 
_the Six Subtests of the Category Test 

Category Test Cluster · 
Subtest 1 2 3 4 

SUBl 2 4 2 2 
SUB2 3 5 2 2 

SUB3 4 28 16 31 
SUB4 5 27 16 5 
SUB5 5 29 16 -5 
SUB6 3 16 6 4 

The distances between final cluster centers are also displayed in Table 5. In 
this example, cluster 1 (MRELD) and cluster 2 (DD) are.the furthest apart 
(42.903)~ Cluster 1 and clu_ster 3 (HOLD) are.the closest together (19.878). 

The number of cases in each cluster revealed that the cases were equally dis
tributed across clusters in this situation. Before interpreting th_e data another clus
tering algorithm was used to promote reliability of the cluster solution. Because 
of the equality in cluster sizes, Ward's method was well suited to this example 
and was probably better suited than the between-groups linkage, which was used 
for demonstrative purposes because it is the default algorithm in SPSS. 

Using Ward's method, the four groups of children were classified into four 
unique clusters based on diagnoses in the first step of the two-stage process using 
the hierarchical method: These four clusters were again recovered by iterative 
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Table 5. Distances Between Final Cluster Centers for the Four-
Cluster Solution 

2 3 4 

Cluster 42.903 19.878 27.299 
2 42.903 23.674 35.116 
3 19.878 23.674 21.884 
4 27.299 35.116 21.884 

methods. The two solutions were compared using Goodman & Kruskall's Tau 
and consistent pairings were found. Thus, it appeared that the initial clustering of 
groups was reliable. This process was repeated for the second half of the data set. 

Conducting a cluster analysis on two halves (subsamples) of the same data set 
allows for the assessment of the internal consistency or replicability of the cluster 
solution. [t also allows for the comparison of the profile patterns. The first and 
second subsample both recovered the same cluster solution (i.e., four distinct 
patterns of performance). This lent support to the notion that the structure that 
was being recovered was reliable. When represented graphically, the patterns of 
performance on the Intermediate Category Test were similar within each cluster 
and differed across clusters. Figure 2 shows the different patterns of scores on the 
Intermediate Category Test between the groups of children with each diagnosis, 
while Figure 3 shows the pattern of scores for one subtype of children (DD) from 
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Figure 2. Patterns between clusters illustrated for a single method. 
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each subsample using each clustering method. Visual inspection of the data re
vealed a high degree of similarity between the solutions produced by the various 
cluster algorithms. A comparable degree of pattern similarity was evident for 
each of the subtypes depicted in Figure 2. 
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S2M2 = Subsample 2, Method 2 

Figure 3. Patterns within a single cluster illustrated for multiple methods. 

When deciding how to interpret the data, it was clear from this example that 
the four groups of children belonged to distinctly different clusters, and thus, have 
different profile patterns on the Intermediate Category Test. The next step, which 
is beyond the scope of this paper, would be to determine if there is a predictable 
or meaningful difference between the clusters on variables not used to ·create the 
clusters. For example, a MANOVA could be performed to compare the clusters to 
profiles on the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children-Third Edition (WISC-III; 
Wechsler, 1991). 

SAS/STAT software can also do hierarchical and partition clustering of data. 
For the reader interested in using this software application, the PROCs used to 
perform cluster analysis in SAS can be found in the appendix. The interpretation 
of the output is the same as previously described in the working example using 
SPSS. . 

SUMMARY 

The purpose of the preceding discussion was to help demystify the use of 
cluster analysis through a comprehensive review of methods and considerations, 
supplemented by a concrete example. Significant contributions to the literature . 
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have been made through relatively simple cluster analyses over the past few 
decades. In all likelihood, the proliferation of cluster analysis in the literature will 
lead to continuing advances in both the methodology of cluster analysis and the 
fields investigated using these methods. 
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APPENDIX A 

PROC statements for conducting cluster analysis in SAS 

PROC CLUSTER (performs hierarchical clustering) 

PROC MODECLUS (iterative partition clustering) 

The syntax for hierarchical clustering is: 
PROC CLUSTER METHOD= name options; 

VAR variable-list; 

where the following name~ can be used with ~ETHOD: 

Table Al. SAS Hierarchical Clustering Methods 

AVERAGE 

EML 

SINGLE 

CENTROID 

FLEXIBLE 

TWOSTAGE 
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and the following options can be used in the PROC CLUSTER statement: 

Table A2. SAS Hierarchical Clustering Options 

Data Set 

Options 

Specify 

Details for 

Clustering 

Methods 

DATA= SAS-data-set OUlTREE= SAS-data-set 

BETA=n MODE= n PENALTY= p 

Control Data NOEIGEN NONORM NOSQUARE STANDARD TRIM= p 

Processing 

before 

Clustering 

Control 

Density 

Estimation 

Control 

Printing of 

the Cluster 

History 

Other 

Printing 

Options 

DIM=n HYBRID 

CCC NOID 

PSEUDO RMSSTD 

NOPRlNT SIMPLE 

The syntax for partition clustering is: 

K=n 

NOTIE 

RSQUARE 

PROC MODECLUS METHOD= name options; 
VAR variable-list; 
where possible options include: 
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Table A3. SAS Partition Clustering 

Data Set DATA= OUT= OUTCLUS= OUTSUM= 
Options 

Data SIMPLE STANDARD 
Proccessing 
before 
Clustering 

Density AM CASCADE= DIMENSION CROSS HM 
Estimation 

HM 

Clustering DOCK= EARLY MAXCLUSlERS= JOIN= MElHOD= 
Method 

MODE= POWER= THRESHOLD= TEST 

Smoothing CK= CR= DK= DR= K= 
Parameters 

R= 

Characteris- CLUSTER= DENSITY= OU1LENGTH= 
tics of output 
data sets 

Miscellan- ALL CORE BOUNDARY CROSSLIST LIST 
eous 

LOCAL NOPRINT NOSUMMARY NEIGHBOR SHORT 

TRACE 
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ABSTRACT 

Patterns of performance on the Wechsler Individual Achievement Test 
(WIAT) were examined in a heterogeneous neuropsychological sample of 298 
children aged 6 to 16 years. Cluster analysis was applied to a split-half sample of 
selected WIAT subtests to examine the sample. for underlying patterns of acade
mic performance. Four distinct and reliable WIAT pattern subtypes were identi
fied. These subtypes included (1) global academic deficits, (2) better performance 
on tasks of mathematical ability relative to reading and spelling, (3) better per
formance on tasks of reading and spelling relative to mathematics, and ( 4) aver
age performance on all tasks. These WIAT subtypes had been previously reported 
in cross-cultural literature, utilizing clinical and statistical methodologies with the 
Wide Range Achievement Test (WRAT) ( e.g., van der Vlugt & Satz, 1985). 

INTRODUCTION 

It has been well establis'1ed that children with learning disabilities exhibit a 
range of underlying neuropsychological deficiencies and learning deficits (e.g., 
D' Angiulli & Siegel, 2003; Fletcher, Francis, Rourke, Shaywitz, & Shaywitz, 
l 992; Rourke, 1975). Nevertheless, an accepted way of identifying children with 
learning disabilities in educational systems in Canada and the United States 
continues to involve an examination of IQ-academic achievement discrepancies, 
which has proven to be insensitive to ch~ldren with specific patterns of learning 
problems. In fact, the validity of diagnoses that are based solely on IQ-academic 
achievement level discrepancies was the subject of a special series of articles in 
the November 1992 issue of the Journal of Learning Disabilities (JLD) (see 
Fletcher, 1992). Over 10 years later, JLD devoted a special issue to IQ-discrepan
cy definitions and the diagnosis of learning disabilities (LD) (see Siegel, 2003). 
Clearly, alternative means of conceptualizing and classifying children's learning 
disabilities continue to be warranted. 
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One such alternative involves examining relative levels and resulting patterns 
of academic achievement (Rourke & Finlayson, 1978; Rourke & Strang, 1978; 
Strang & Rourke, 1983) in relation to a broad range of neuropsychological test 
results. This clinical classification method has been employed in our neurop
sychology program over the past 25 years (Strang, Saunders & Casey, 2002). The 
neuropsychology program is located in a regional children's mental health center 
(Windsor Regional Children's Centre; WRCC) in Southwestern Ontario, serving 
a heterogeneous child clinical population. Children at WRCC are referred for 
neuropsychological assessment due to known or suspected underlying learning 
disorders, combined with reports of social or behavioural adjustment problems 
(Saunders, Hall, Casey & Strang, 2000). 

Early investigations of patterns of academic achievement utilized the Wide 
Range Achievement Test (WRAT; Jastak, Bijou, & Jastak. 1965). This measure is 
comprised of standardized tests of oral word reading, written spelling, and written 
arithmetic achievement. 

The neuropsychological significance of varying patterns of academic 
achievement on the WRAT was investigated in a series of studies conducted at 
WRCC (Rourke & Finlayson, 1978; Rourke & Strang. 1978; Strang & Rourke, 
1983). Three groups of children who had been referred for neuropsychological 
assessment were selected for the studies based on their distinct patterns of acade
mic functioning and the likelihood that they would exhibit significantly different 
patterns of neuropsychological competencies. Group l was composed of children 
who were uniformly impaired in reading, spelling, and arithmetic. Children in 
Group 2 exhibited deficient reading and spelling, and a relative strength in arith
metic. Children in Group 3 had difficulty with arithmetic but had well developed 
reading and spelling skills. 

Contrasting patterns of neuropsychological skills and deficiencies were identi
fied for children in Groups 2 and 3 (Strang & Rourke, 1985). Children in Group 2 
exhibited weaknesses in auditory-perceptual, verbal memory, and verbal output 
skills along with strengths in visual-spatial, tactile-perceptual, psychomotor, and 
nonverbal problem solving abilities. Group 3 children exhibited problems with 
visual-spatial skills, tactile-perceptual abilities, psychomotor competencies, and 
nonverbal reasoning with strengths in auditory-perceplual, verbal memory, and 
verbal output capabilities. These contrasting patterns of underlying neuropsycho
logical capabilities were determined to be directly associated with the demon
strated academic achievement patterns and hypothesized brain-behavioral compe
tencies (Strang & Rourke, 1985). 

Within this same time period, Satz and Morris ( 1981) examined the WRAT 
profiles of 236 children who participated in the Florida Longitudinal Project. 
They identified nine subtypes of academic performance using cluster analysis. 
Even though the children were not initially selected on the basis of learning 
problems, three of these subtypes were similar to those identified by Rourke and 
his colleagues (Rourke & Finlayson, 1978; Rourke & Strang, 1978; Strang & 
Rourke, 1983 ). In an independent cross-cultural cluster analysis study, van der 
Vlugt and Satz ( 1985) identified WRAT subtypes similar to those found by Satz 
and Morris ( 1981) in a group of 231 normal and learning-disabled Dutch children. 

These investigations indicated that there are specific WRAT patterns of 
academic achievement identified through clinical suhtyping and cluster analytic 
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strategies across cross-cultural populations. Since specific WRAT subtypes were 
found to have neuropsychological and learning disability classification signifi
cance, i~ was imperative to ascertain whether the same subtypes could be identi
fied using a different and commonly used measure of academic achievement 
- the Wechsler Individual Achievement Test (WIAT; Psychological Corpora
tion, 1992). A second edition of the WIAT was published in 2002 (WIAT-II; 
Psychological Corporation) and this measure includes some changes in the WIAT 
subtests under consideration in this study. However, only WIAT profiles were 
~ncluded in this study. 

The present study was designed to determine whether reliable subtypes of 
academic performance could be derived from selected subtests of the WIAT in a 
clinic referred, heterogeneous neuropsychological sample. Cluster analysis of the 
WIAT profiles was undertaken using a split half sample to address these ques
tions. 

METHOD 

Participants 

The participants consisted of 298 children and adolescents (222 boys and 76 
girls) between the ages of 6 and 16 years (M = 10.30, SD= 1.99). These particip
ants had been referred to a regional children's mental health center in Southwest
ern Ontario for neuropsychological assessment due to a combination of known or 
·suspected underlying learning disorders and parent reports of emotional or be
havioral difficulties at the time of case intake. A significant proportion of the 
sample had identifiable eJiologies for their learning problems, including genetic 
or teratologic disorders (e.g., Fragile X, Fetal Alcohol Syndrome, and Down 
Syndrome), neurological disorders (e.g., Cerebral Palsy, Epilepsy, and Acquired 
Brain Injury), and neurodevelopmental disorders (e.g., Mental Retardation, High
Functioning Autism, Asperger's Disorder and Pervasive Developmental Disorder 
Not Otherwise Specified). 

Measures 

The WIAT is a test of academic achievement that is administered to children 
who range in age from 5 to 19 years. The WIAT subtests assess a range of 
academic abilities. Performance is reported as standard scores that are normed 
separately by age or grade level with no significant gender bias identifiable in the 
normative data (Psychological Corporation, 1992). These ·scores can also be 
compared to IQ scores derived from the Wechsler Intelligence Scales. WIAT 
subtests selected for the present investigatio·n included Basic Reading, Spelling, 
Mathematics Reasoning, and Numerical Operations. 

Procedures 

The sample was randomly divided into two equal subsamples of 149 cases 
each. The first half of the sample (Subsample l) consisted of 114 boys and 35 
girls who had a mean age of 10.19 years (SD= 1.99). The second half of the. 
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sample (Subsample 2) consisted of 108 boys and 41 girls who had a mean age of 
10.38 years (SD= 2.00). The data were not balanced by age, gender, or other 
characteristics to maintain the random selection of subjects and because the repre
sentativeness of the normative sample minimized the influence of these variables 
during standardization. Individual cases representing multivariate outliers (n = 6) 
were eliminated prior to determining the final participants. Outliers were identi
fied based upon extreme deviations on most or all of the WIAT subtests (i.e., >3 
SD) and would have likely adversely affected the various cluster analytic tech
niques if utilized. Such WIAT profiles were thought to be either unique or to 
represent invalid administrations of the test. 

A two-stage cluster analysis was applied independently to both subsamples. 
The first stage involved a hierarchical cluster analysis of the data using Ward's 
minimum variance method. Squared Euclidean Distance was selected as a meas
ure of similarity for both analyses because it preserves the shape, elevation, and 
scatter of the data (Morris & Fletcher, 1988). A K-Means iterative partitioning 
cluster analysis technique was utilized in the second stage to correct fusion errors 
and improper initial assignments for the clusters. In this stage, the mean centroids 
resulting from the hierarchical agglomerative solution were used as seeds for 
determining the final cluster centers for each sample. To examine the reliability of 
the solution, the same process was conducted on each of the subsamples using the 
Group Average Linkage method during the hierarchical step. 

A Goodman and Kruskal's tau analysis was conducted to examine the level of 
association between the cluster memberships generated by each of the two-stage 
cluster analysis techniques within each of the subsamples. This analysis deter
mined the reliability of the derived patterns of academic achievement by examin
ing whether cases were placed into the same clusters using the two different 
methods. The linearity of this association was examined using a linear association 
chi-square analysis. Finally, the profiles generated in the analysis of both sub
samples were visually inspected for similarities. 

RESULTS 

Sample Characteristics 

The mean WIAT scores for the entire sample were calculated and can be 
found in Table I. To ensure that the randomly derived subsamples were compar
able to each other and the composition of the entire sample, the mean WIAT 
scores were also calculated for the split-half samples. These scores are also re
ported in Table 1. The mean profiles calculated for both the total sample and the 
subsamples were relatively undifferentiated, with no evidence of any specific 
pattern of academic performance. 

Cluster Analysis 

Analysis of the resulting agglomeration schedule fusion coefficients, den
dograms, and pseudo F statistics for each of the four hierarchical cluster analyses 
conducted strongly supported a four-cluster solution. These clusters were subse
quently subjected to an iterative partitioning method using K-Means analysis (k = 
4). 
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Cluster 1 
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Figure 1. Cluster 1: WIAT profile pattern for children with performance 
deficits on all subtests. 
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Figure 2. Cluster 2: WIAT profile patterns for children with better 
performance on the Mathematics Reasoning and Numerical Operations 
subtests relative to the Basic Reading and Spelling subtests. 
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Cluster 3 
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Figure 3. Cluster 3: WIAT profile patterns for children with better 
· performance on the Baste Reading and Spelling subtests relative to the 
Mathematics Reasoning and Numerical Operations subtests. 
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Figure 4. Cluster 4: WIAT profile patterns for children with average 
performance on all sub tests. 
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Table 2. WIAT Subtest Means, Standard Deviations, and Distributions for Each of the Identified Clusters 

WIAT Subtests 
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Subsample Technique Cluster n % male M SD M SD M SD M SD 
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DISCUSSION 

The four WIAT subgroups generated in the present sample included the fol
lowing: (l) global academic deficits, (2) better performance on tasks of 
mathematical ability relative to reading and spelling, (3) better performance in 
reading and spelling relatfve to mathematics, and (4) average performance on all 
academic tasks. In the past, WRAT pattern subtypes were identified that were 
similar to the WIAT subtypes generated in this investigation. The WRAT sub
types were established through (a) clinic referred learning disabled children utiliz
ing clinical intuitive subgrouping methods (Rourke & Finlayson, 1978; Rourke & 
Strang, 1978; Strang & Rourke, 1983), (b) cross cultural cluster analysis of.child
ren who were not initially selected on the basis of their learning problems (Satz & 
Morris, 1981), and (c) cluster analysis of a mixed sample of normal and learning 
disabled children (van der Vulgt & Satz, 1985). These WIAT subtypes further 
support the validity of these specific patterns of academic functioning, along with 
the usefulness of the WIAT for their identification. 

Past and present findings concerning the above-identified academic subtypes 
hold additional implications for developmental neuropsychology and present 

· diagnostic classification systems for childhood disorders. Keeping in mind the 
heterogeneity of clinical populations included in the study sample, the results 
challenge presently accepted exclusion practices for LD identification with re
spect to requirements for a Full Scale IQ in the average range or that the child 
does not have another overriding "neurodevelopmental" diagnosis. Our sample 
·contained children with IQswell below 85 in some cases (including Mild Mental 
Retardation) and children with medical (e.g., Cerebral Palsy) or DSM-IV diag
noses (e.g., Asperger's Disorder). Therefore, the identified WIAT academic defi
ciency patterns were found to co-exist in these "special clinical" populations and 
may be best thought of as a type of learning disability comobidity that requires 
identification, along with tailored s.pecial educational intervention that goes 
beyond expectations based on the child's primary diagnosis. Clearly more re
search is needed to shed further light on these issues. 

Those children in Clusters l, 2, and 3 who possess an IQ score in the average 
range, and do not have another neurodevelopmental diagnosis, will not necessari
ly meet with LD identification criteria in the educational setting. Crite.ria for LD 
identification in educational jurisdictions across North America continues to 
focus on the need for a pre-determined IQ/Composite score-academic achieve
ment subtest score discrepancy level, rather than the relationship between the 
child's patterns of academic problems and underlying neuropsychological defi
ciencies (Rourke, Fisk & Strang, 1986). This study lends further support for the 
serious limitations of the IQ-academic achievement score discrepancy for LD 
diagnosis (see Siegel, 2003). These findings also highlight the need to establish 
the neuropsychological characteristics of these WIAT academic subtypes. 

The neuropsychological characteristics of children in Cluster 2 (strengths in 
WIAT Numerical Operations and Mathematics Reasoning and weaknesses in 
Basic Reading and Spelling) and Cluster 3 (strengths in WIAT Basic Reading and 
Spelling and weaknesses in Numerical Operations and Mathematics Reasoning) 
are of particular interest from a number of standpoints including special educa
tion. Children in these subgroups exhibit clear academic strengths and learning 
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deficiencies and require tailored intervention to meet their special educational 
needs, based on their neuropsychological and achievement related strengths and 
weaknesses (Strang & Casey, 1994). In addition, qualitative examination of these 
groups revealed a gender-related trend (i.e., a greater proportion of boys in Clus
ter 2 and girls in Cluster 3) that was also evident in previous investigations using 
the WRAT (e.g., Rourke & Finlayson, 1978; Rourke & Strang, 1978; Strang & 
Rourke, 1983 ). 

Crockett (2004) has edited a special series in JLD that once again highlighted 
the importance of the use of scientific evidence in the identification of the indi
vidual learning disabled child's characteristics for special educational intervention 
purposes, a viewpoint that has been long held in our clinical and research setting 
(Rourke, Bakker, Fisk & Strang, 1983}. In this study, split-half reliability and 
multi-method reliability were established utilizing cluster analysis methodology 
of WIAT achievement scores in a heterogeneous clinical population. A very high 
degree of statistical reliability was established for the empirically derived WIAT 
dusters identified. These statistical procedures and the results of the analyses 
added to the overall reliability and confidence of the findings, as well as the utili
ty of this methodical protocol (Jones, Drummond, Saunders & Strang, 2006). This 
Ozad Institute cluster analysis protocol should be of use in other cluster studies. 
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ABSTRACT 

The recent increase in global business has resulted in new challenges for 
organizations. One of these challenges is to create a strong global culture while 
simultaneously adapting to local cultural expectations. This research explored 
how both globalization and local adaptations of organizational cultures may 
coexist by using cluster analysis. Organizational culture data were used to cluster 
organizations from ten different nations: Australia, Canada, Germany, Hong 
Kong, Italy, New Zealand, Singapore, South Africa, the United Kingdom and the 
United States. Two solutions were generated using hierarchical clustering. In the 
first solution, four clusters emerged, but two of them were single item clusters 
(organizations in Germany and South Africa). Following recommended proce
dure, organizations from these countries were removed from analysis and the 
cluster analysis was re-run. Two main clusters then emerged: one with Asian 
countries, and one with European, North American, and Australasian countries. 
Cluster profiling suggests that significant differences between the clusters were 
found in each of the organizational culture aspects used to form the cluster var
iate. 

INTRODUCTION 

International management has experienced a rapid growth associated with an 
increasingly complex and global business environment (Adler, 2002; Robert, 
Probst, Martocchio, Drasgow, & Lawler, 2000), and has led to new dilemmas in 
the workplace. The dilemma that has been termed the "tension between differen
tiation and integration" (Brewster, 2002, p. 130) reflects the decision making that 
a large organization must make in terms of imposing standardized practices 
across international business units versus allowing local variations in practice 
within a single organization. This dilemma also extends to the degree to which an 
organization attempts to create a single, global organizational culture as opposed 
to having wide variations in organizational culture as the resu It of factors related 
to geographical location. It has been suggested that industrialization has led to a 
standardization of business practices across nations (Pugh & Hickson, 1997), and 
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as a result, organizations are similar everywhere. However, a large body of ,empir
ical work also suggests that organizational culture is strongly affected by its 
context, including national culture (see for example, Kwantes & Boglarsky, 2004; 
Adler, 2000; Hofstede, 1997, 2001; Laurent, 1983) and that an interaction bet
ween differentiation and integration where both global and local practices are 
incorporated into an organizational unit may reflect the true state of affairs 
(Brewster, 2002; Khilji, 2002). Organizational culture is affected by many factors 
- from within the organization and from the context in which the organization 
exists. This research project is an initjal attempt at exploring how globalization 
and localization can co-exist by conducting a cluster analysis on organizations 
from ten different countries. 

Organizational Culture 

Definitions of organizational culture abound, however all include the core 
components of relatively stable beliefs, attitudes, and values that are held in 
common among organizational members (Williams, Dobson, & Walters, 1993), 
shared normative beliefs and shared behavioral expectations (Cooke & Szumal, 
1993; 2000), or a particular set of values, beliefs, and behaviors that characterize 
the way individuals and groups interact in progressing toward a common goal 
(Eldridge & Crombie, 1974). Edgar Schein (1992) defined organizational culture 
as: "A pattem·of shared basic assumptions that the group learned as it solved its 
problems of external adaptation and internal _integration, that has worked well 
enough to be considered valid, and, therefore, to be taught to new members as . the 
correct way to perceive, think, and feel in relation to those problems" (p.12). 
Inherent in this definition is the idea that organizational culture reflects attitudes 
and behaviors that, as a group, are unique to an organization, and yet develops 
through interactions with others and in the context of a particular environment. 

Research has highlighted several contextual influences that can impact organi
zational culture. For example, Phillips ( 1994) used ethnographic research to 
examine differences in mindset between individuals employed in two different 
industries. She investigated the responses of individuals employed in fine arts 
museums and California wineries and found distinct differences between them in 
assumptions related to both the meaning of work and the nature of work. Addi
tionally, organizational culture has been found to be affected . by nationality of 
employees (Hofstede, Neuijen, Ohayv & Sanders, 1990) and preferences for 
organizational culture has been found to be affected by occupational choice 
(Kwantes & Boglarsky, 2004). These environmental influences comprise a por
tion of the unique set of factors that help to mould particular perspectives, or 
expectations, as each setting- national, industrial, or occupational - narrows 
the ranges of experiences an individual has in a given organization. Employees 
then draw on the knowledge and_experiences that they have been exposed to, and 
come up with attitudes, expectations, and beliefs that may be uniquely related to 
the setting in which they operate. These attitudes, expectations, and beliefs affect 
organizational behaviour (Adler, 2002) and contribute to unique organizational 
cultures (Kilmann, Saxton & Serpa, 1986; Ott, 1989; Sathe, 1985; Schein, 1990). 

Parker (2000) argues that organizational culture "is a term which should be 
understood as involving both the everyday understandings of members and the 
more general features of the sector, state and society of which the _organization is 
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a part" (p. l ). In this research, we focussed on the social cultural context within 
which organizational culture exists. The focus on national or social culture as the 
environment in which organizational culture exists reflects the fact that individu
als carry with them a lifetime of learned ways of thinking, feeling, and behaving. 
This has been termed the "software of the mind" (Hofstede, 1997) - social 
culture's programs that have affected humans to the deepest level. Indeed, it has 
been noted that "culture influences the way humans select, interpret, process, and 
use information" (Triandis, 1994, p.15). 

Social Culture 

Culture theorists have made numerous attempts to find dimensions of culture 
that can be both accurate for any given culture, but are also broad enough to 
provide a basis for comparing across cultures. Three major models have been 
proposed. The first was proposed by Hofstede ( 1980, 2001 ), and was developed 
from the results of a survey in a large, multinational organization. Data collection 
took place over six years, using personnel from IBM in 72 countries (Hofstede, 

· 1980). He found that cultural value systems can be delineated along four dimen
sions: individualism/collectivism, power distance, uncertainty avoidance, and 
masculinity/femininity. Individualism/collectivism refers to the degree to which 
culture teaches a person to identify himself or herself primarily as imbedded in 
different social networks, or primarily identifies himself or herself as individual, 
or separate from the groups to which he or she belongs. Power distance is a 
dimension of culture that captures the extent to which inequalities in society are 
accepted, while uncertainty avoidance captures the extent to which cultures teach 
individuals to be comfortable with ambiguity. Masculinity/femininity refer to the 
degree to which individuals in a given culture are oriented more toward approach
ing the world around them in a way that seeks to impose order (masculine) versus 
seeking to find harmony between different forces that may exist in the world 
(feminine). Any given culture varies on each of these dimensions, and the unique 
patterns of these value systems can vary from geographic~! region to geographical 
region. 

In the late 1980s, Schwartz and Bilsky ( 1987) proposed a model of culture that 
is based on the values held by members of any given culture. This model is 
comprised of ten value groups: Power, Achievement, Hedonism, Stimulation, 
Self-direction, Universalism, Benevolence, Tradition, Conformity, and Security. 
The stated goal of this endeavor to map culture was to find a set of universal 
values that could describe all cultures. This cultural value system has received 
considerable support, and has been linked to outcome variables as diverse as 
willingness to interact with out-group members (Sagiv & Schwartz, 1995), and 
the types of worries individuals have (Schwartz, Sagiv, & Boehnke, 2000). 

A more recent approach to describing cultures focuses on belief systems that 
individuals learn from their culture rather than value systems. The Social Axioms 
Survey has been administered in over 40 countries, and the data suggest that there 
are five axioms which are consistently found in different cultures, and that indi
vidual culture profiles on these axioms are unique (Leung et al, 2002). These 
axioms, or beliefs, are related to the degree to which an individual has control 
over his or her own fate (Fate Control), the degree to which hard work is reward
ed (Reward for Application), the degree to which there are supernatural forces at 
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work in the world (Spirituality), the extent to which the world is viewed as 
complex and inherently somewhat ambiguous (Social Flexibility) and Social 
Cynicism. 

National culture 

While national boundaries have often been deemed poor proxies for cultural 
boundaries, as social cultures do not always follow national boundary lines, some 
theoretical basis exists for their use. Culture is basically a group-level phenome
non (Triandis, 1994). Yet, culture also encompasses individual-level phenomena, 
and reflects how individuals within a given culture try to make sense of how the 
systems operate (Harris, 1994 ). An important component of this sensemaking is 
the use of symbols and symbolic processes, argue Gioia, Thomas, Clark, and . 
Chittipeddi (1994), who also point out that the most consistent use of symbols in 
human experience is the use of language. Words are symbols that have meaning 
directly related to constructs, concepts, and experiences, and therefore, frequently 
have specific cultural associations. To the extent that individuals in a nation share 
language, therefore, it may be appropriate to speak of a national culture. Addi
tionally, individuals within a nation share common experiences such as national 
traditions and holidays, and common norms such as the number of hours worked 
per day and the amount of vacation given in a year. Smith, Peterson, and 
Schwartz, (2002) point out that "each individual operates within a cultural envi
ronment in which certain values, norms, attitudes, and practices are more or less 
dominant and serve as shared sources of socialization and social control" (p. 192) 
and that national cultures perform these functions. 

National and Organizational Culture 

Hofstede ( 1980) conducted some of the earliest work on the interaction 
between organizational and national cultures in his landmark study. Within the 
single, albeit multinational, organizational context from which Hofstede gathered 
his data, he concluded that national culture could explain half of the variance in 
employee values and behaviors. Adler suggests that the idea that "organizations 
can operate 'beyond nationality' remains, in reality, a myth" (p.69). Other empir
ical findings support this, as in a 47-nation study, where Smith et al. (2002) used 
national boundaries as the delineators of social cultures, to examine managerial 
behavior. They were particularly interes ted in the way culture affects the 
guidance sources used by managers in different countries, and their data suggest 
that culturally related values do affect the extent to which managers take organi
zational hierarchy into account when deciding from whom to seek advice. 

Despite this, there is also evidence that suggests that some aspects of organiza
ti ona I culture do transcend national boundaries. For example, Hofstede et al. 
(l 990) studied organizational cultures in ten organizations from the Netherlands 
and Denmark. In addition to examining the organizational cultures themselves, 
they also collected data related to organizational practices in each of the partici
pating work units. They found that the way in which employees viewed the 
customs, traditions, and work practices of their organization was a stronger pre
dictor of the core organization's culture than any demographics, including nation
ality. 
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Given the empirically supported idea that national culture can affect organiza
tional behaviour and culture, and the empirical support for the contrasting stance 
that local culture affects organizational behavior and culture, it appears that the 
relationship between national and organizational cultures is complex-; and one that 
is not simply a matter _of which is more dominant. Indeed, it is more likely that 
there is interplay between the two, and that situational _and/or contextual factors 
might play a role in determining which is dominant at any given point in time. 
Geppert, Williams, and Matten (2003) examined organizational behaviour in 
three large multinational organizations (MNC), and the tension between the prac
tices of the headquarters of these organizations (in Finland, Germany, and the 
US) and their subsidiaries located in Germany and the UK. They found similari
ties in the subsidiaries that could be explained by the home country effect - that 
is, the culture of the location of the headquarters affected organizational behavior; 
but also differences, indicating that the host country of the subsidiaries also af
fected organizational behavior. Specifically, they concluded that globalization 
strategies are strongly affected by the culture where the headquarters of the MNC 
is located, and that the decision making at the local level is affected by that same 

- culture as decision making power related to strategy is often kept at the MNC 
headquarters. On the other hand, the methods by which the global strategies were 
actually carried out were most strongly affected by the culture of the subsidiary, 
suggesting that an interaction between the cultures of the headquarter nation and 
the subsidiary nation in determining organizational behavior. 

Further empirical evidence comes from a study that explicitly compared the 
degree to which human resource management practices are affected by globaliza
tion and localization. Khilji (2002) found that both globalization and localization 
effects could not be isolated from each other. Five multinational organizations 
from the banking industry in Pakistan were compared with respect to the extent 
that their HRM practices could be considered divergent (provoking culturally 
based differences in organizational practices) or convergent (provoking culturally 
based similarities in organizational practices). Khilji points out that both diver
gent and convergent influences co-exist concurrently. For example, management 
education from the United States was found to be a convergent influence in that 
managers who had this sort of background shared certain management perspec
tives, but the social environment exerted a more divergent influence, as egalitari
an policies of the organization were often not implemented in Pakistan as they 
contradicted traditional local values and customs. 

Research Questions 

Given the evidence that forces exist for both integration and differentiation in 
organizational cultures, and little theoretical guidance to suggest when and how 
these different approaches are used, we opted to use cluster analysis to explore 
differences and commonalities in organizational cultures in several countries. 
Cluster analysis is an analysis tool that creates groups based on relationships 
within the dataset. By creating these clusters and finding the commonalities 
within, and t~e differences between, the clusters, we hope to describe how these 
clusters might differ with respect to both organizational and social cultural in
fluences. If, for example, we find clusters that closely correspond to theories 
related to national cultural dimensions, such as those proposed by Hofstede 
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(1980), Schwartz and Bilsky (1987) and Leung et al., (2002), we have indications 
that underlying socio-cultural values or beliefs have the strongest effect on organ
izational cultures. On the other hand, if we find clusters that do not fall into line 
with these theories, then it would suggest that international business practices or 
some other factor has, instead, had a greater effect on organizational culture than 
national culture. 

Table 1. Illustrative Organizational Culture Inventory© (OCI) Major 
Normative Styles and Corresponding Items* 

Please think about the behaviors that 
are expected and encouraged in your 
organization to maximize its 
effectiveness. 
Using the response options to the 
right, indicate the extent to which 
members are expected to: 

Constructive items 

help others grow and develop 
__ Humanistic-Encouraging 

deal with others in a friendly way 
__ Affiliative 

Passive/Defensive items 

"go along" with others 
__ Approval 

always follow policies and practices 
__ Conventional 

Aggressive/Defensive items 

point out flaws 
__ Oppositional 

build up one's power base 
__ Power 

RESPONSE OPTIONS: 
1. Not at all 
2. To a slight extent 
3. To a moderate extent 
4. To a great extent 
5. To a very great extent 

pursue a standard of excellence 
__ . Achievement 

think in unique and independent ways 
__ Self-Actualization 

please those in positions of authority 
__ Dependent 

wait for others to act first 
__ Avoidance 

tum the job into a contest 
__ Competitive 

. do.things perfectly 
__ Perfectionistic 

*The illustrative items are presented in an order that is different from the order in which 
they are presented in the OCI. Scale names and numbers are indicated in italics. 

From Cooke, R.A. and Szumal, J.L. ( 1993). Measuring normative beliefs and shared 
behavioral expectations in organizations: The reliability and validity of the Organization
al Culture Inventory. Psyclwlogical Reports, 72, 1299-1330. Copyright © 1987, 1987 
Human Synergistics, Inc. Adapted with permission. 
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METHOD 

Instrument 

The Organizational Culture lnventory(c) (OCI, Cooke, 1989) was used to 
describe organizational cultures in this study. This instrument focuses on norma
tive beliefs and behavioral expectations that reflect an organization's culture (see 
Table 1 for sample items). According to this viewpoint, organizational cultures 
are defined by two underlying dimensions. The first dimension differentiates 
between a focus on people and a focus on tasks, and the second between higher 
order needs and security needs. 

These two dimensions provide the foundation for 12 sets of norms (see Table 
2) divided into three general aspects or major normative styles of organizational 
cultures labelled Constructive, Passive/Defensive, and Aggressive/Defensive 
(Cooke, 1987; Rousseau, 1990; Cooke & Szumal, 1993; Cooke & Szumal, 2000). 
A Constructive culture (characterized by Achievement, Self-Actualizing, Human
istic~Encouraging, and Affiliative behaviors) reinforces and encourages organiza-

. tional members to "interact with people and approach tasks in ways that will help 
them to meet their higher-order satisfaction needs" (Cooke & Szumal, 2000, p. 
148). A Passive/Defensive culture (characterized by Approval, Conventional, 
Dependent and Avoidance behaviors) reinforces or implicitly requires organiza
tional members to relate and behave with people in ways that will not threaten 
their own security- whether real or imagined. Likewise, an Aggressive/Defeo-

Table 2. Descriptions of the Major Normative Styles Measured by the 
Organizational Culture Inventory©* 

Major Normative Style Description 

Constructive 

Passive/ 
Defensive 

Aggressive/ 
Defensive 

This major style includes cultural norms that reflect 
expectations for members to interact with others and 
approach tasks in ways that will help them to meet their 
higher-order satisfaction needs for affiliation, esteem, and 
self-actualization. 

This major style includes cultural norms that reflect 
expectations for members to interact with people in ways that 
will not threaten their own security, such as avoidant, 
approval and dependent. 

This major style includes cultural norms that reflect 
expectations for members to approach tasks in forceful ways 
to protect their status and security, such as competitive, 
power-oriented and perfectionistic. 

*From Organizational Culture Inventory by R.A. Cooke and J.C. Lafferty, 1983, 1986, 
1987, 1989,.Plymouth, MI: Human Synergistics. Copyright 1989 by Human Synergis
tics, Int. Reproduced by pennission. 
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sive culture (characterized by Oppositional, Power, Competitive and Perfec
tionis tic behaviors) reinforces or drives organizational members to manage 
tasks in forceful ways to protect their status and security. 

Participants 

A group of 3641 respondents was selected from a larger population of em
ployees whose forms were scored by the publisher of the inventory. The cases 
selected for analysis were those that had been processed most recently (post 
2000) and that had no missing data. Respondents came from ten countries, 
and identified themselves as being employed in thirteen different industry 
settings (communication/publishing, construction, consulting, energy, finan
cial, healthcare, hospitality, insurance, manufacturing, not-for-profit, public 
sector, retail, and transportation/distribution) with the modal category being 
manufacturing (3 I%). All respondents completed the survey in English. Other 
than country of origin, no other demographic information was available for 
the respondents 

RESULTS 

The level of analysis for this research was at the group, or national, level 
rather than the individual level. Therefore, individual responses were col
lapsed across country prior to conducting the cluster analysis by calculating 
means for each major normative style of organizational culture within each 
country (see Table 3 for means, standard deviation, and reliabilities). A hier
archical cluster analysis was performed, using average linkage, with mean 
scores on the Constructive, Passive/Defensive and Aggressive/Defensive 
styles of organizational culture for each nation as the variables used to form 
the clusters. The data were not standardized, as the variables used to form the 
clusters were based on the same scale. The correlation matrix for all variables 
used may be found in Table 4. 

The number of clusters was determined on the basis of the results of hier
archical clustering using the average linkage method. This method forms 
clusters on the basis of the average distance between all pairs of observations 
in the different clusters, and was selected because it may be viewed as a 
"middle of the road" approach to clustering, avoiding the extremes of both 
the single linkage and complete linkage methods (Aldenderfer & Blashfield, 
1984). Both single and complete linkage methods rely on the distance bet
ween a single pair of individuals within each cluster. While single linkage 
defines the distance between clusters as the minimum distance between the 
nearest members of each cluster and complete linkage defines the distance 
between clusters as the distance between the furthest apart members of clus
ters, the average linking takes into account all pairs of members within the 
cluster. This method is considered to be robust, and takes cluster structure into 
account (Everitt, Landau, & Leese, 2001). 

As the goal of cluster analysis is to find the simplest cluster solution where 
both the similarity of the within cluster items and the between groups dif
ference is maximized (Hair & Black, 2003; Nunnally & Bernstein, 1994), we 
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examined the coefficient 
of dissimilarity, calculat
ed using the Squared 
Euclidean dislance at 
each stage of the cluster 
analysis. 

The distances bet
ween the least dissimilar 
clusters showed a sharp 
increase at two clusters, 
indicating that a three 
cluster solution fit the 
data best. Inspection of 
the dendogram (see 
Figure 1), however, clear
ly showed that an entropy 
group existed - organi
zations in both Germany 
and South Africa 
emerged as outliers, and 
independent from any 
other clusters. One option 
with outliers is to exclude 
them from analysis and 
re-cluster the observa
tions (Hair & Black, 
2003 ). Accordingly, a 
new cluster analysis, 
using the same method
ology, without those 
countries was conducted. 
Again using the distances 
between the least dissimi-
1 ar clusters as the basis 
for determining the clus
tering,' · two clusters 
emerged in the second 
solution - one with the 
organizations from Asia 
and one with organiza
tions from Europe, North 
America, and Australa
sia. 

Interpretation of Clusters 

Solution One: Deter
mining whether to use a 
multivariate analysis or 
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Table 4. ANOVA Results 

Constructive 

Passive/ 
defensive 

Aggressive/ 
defensive 

Australia · 

Canada 

New Zealand 

. USA 

UK 
Italy 

Hong Kong 

Singapore 

S Africa 

Germany 

Between Groups 

Within Groups 

Total 

Between Groups 

Within Groups 

Total 

Between Groups 

Within Groups 

Total 

Sum of 
Squares df 

9585.996 3 

100800.953 36IO 

l l0386.949 3613 

2607.648 3 

83863.679 3609 

86471.326 3612 

3172.176 3 

71008.147 3607 

74180.324 3610 

Figure 1. Dendogram using average linkages. 

Mean 
• Square 

3195.332 

27.923 

869.216 

23.237 

1057.392 

19.686 

F Sig. 

114.435 . . 000 

37.406 .000 

53.712 .000 

univariate analysis is d~pendent on the specific research question (Huberty & 
Morris, 1989). In this case, both were used to address two different questions. In 
order to profile the cluster solution and determine an effect size, a multivariate 
analysis of variance (MANOVA) was conducted using the full data set (see 
Figure 2). A significant difference was found, using Wilk's Lambda (Lambda 
= .82, F(9, 8771.34) = 81.86, p < .001). The .univariate approach was also used, as 
it is recommended in exploratory research (Huberty & Morris, 1989) when the 
relationship between constructs is less established. Accordingly, an ANOVA was 
conducted. The results indicated that, while significant differences were found for 
all of the variables used to cluster the data (See Table 4 ), two of the three types of 
organizational culture emerged as pivotal in differentiating between the cluster 
that was formed and the outliers. Post hoc analyses usin_g a Scheffe adjustment 
indicated that organizational members in Germany reported significantly lower 
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levels of the Constructive aspects of organizational culture than did organizational 
members from all other countries, while South African organizational members 
reported significantly higher levels than all other countries. Additionally, South 
African organizational members indicated that they perceived higheflevels of the 
aspects of organizational culture that lead employees to feel that they must inter
act with people in particular ways so as not to jeopardize their security 
(Passive/Defensive) than did the organizational members from other countries. 

32 
A 

30 ' 
' ' .. 

' ' 28 ' 
• Cluster 

26 --e - · Germany 
--¼-- S Africa 

24 

22 

20 
Constructive Pass/Def Agg/Def 

Organizational Culture Type 

Figure 2. Cluster Profiles - Solution 1. 

Solution Two: An inspection of the countries represented in each cluster 
indicated that socio-cultural boundaries were different in each of the two groups, 
with one group comprised of organizations in Asian ·countries, and the other 
comprised of those from Western cultural backgrounds,(see Figure 3). At-test 
examining the differences in the cluster variate between the organizational 
members from Asia and those from countries from Europe or with a European 
cultural heritage resulted in significant differences found in each of the three 
variables in the cluster variate. Organizational members from Asia perceived their 
organizational cultures as lower in the aspects of that promote job satisfaction and 
productivity (the Constructive aspects) (t(3107) = 3.02, p < .01), higher in the 
aspects that promote behaviors that encourage employees to be defensive in the 
way they approach other people in the organization (Passive/Defensive aspects) 
(t(3106) = -10.26, p < .001),' and higher in the aspects that promote behaviors that 
encourage defensiveness in the task-related realm (Aggressive/Defensive aspects) 
(t(3104) = -4.56, p < .001) than did the organizational members from the Euro
American-Australasian organizations. Profiles of the two groups were therefore 
quite different (see Figure 4). 

As an archival dataset was used, it was not possible to collect data related to 
the social culture models of Hofstede ( 1980), Schwartz and Bilsky ( 1987) or 
Leung et al (2002). However, an inspection of the clusters of nations formed 
using these organizational culture data did not match well with any of the pub
lished findings relating to these models. 
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Table 5. Correlation Matrix 

I I Constructive j Passive/Defensive I Aggressive/Defensive 

Australia Constructive -.24** -.16 
P/D .70** 
P/A 

Canada Constructive -.44** -.26** 
P/D .78 
PIA 

Gennany Constructive -.26** .06 
P/D .37** 
PIA 

Hong Kong Constructive -.23** -.04 
P/D .44** 
PIA 

Italy Constructive .08 .43** 
P/D .66** 
PIA 

New Zealand Constructive -.23** -.09** 
P/D .75** 
PIA 

Singapore Constructive -.24 .00 
P/D .80** 
PIA 

South Africa Constructive -.32** -.14** 
P/D .75** 
PIA 

UK Constructive -.40** -.19** 
P/D .73** 
PIA 

USA Constructive -.36** -.20** 
P/D .76** 
PIA 

** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed) within each country. 
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed) within each country. 

DISCUSSION 

While culture may refer to meanings, norms, and beliefs that are held in 
common by a group of people, organizational culture has a very different nature 
than national culture by virtue of the fact that organizations are very different 
social systems than nations or societies (Hofstede, 1997). The results of this study 
highlight the complexity of examining both national that organizational cultures 
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Figure 3. Dendogram using average distances_ without entropy group. 
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Figure 4. Cluster Profiles - Solution 2. 

--•- EuroCluster 

■ AsiaCluster 

in the German and South African organizations are unlike organizational culture
sin the other geographical areas of this study. Profiling the cluster analysis sug
gests that this difference is to be found mainly in the degree to which the Con
structive aspects of organizational culture are perceived in organizations, with 
Germans indicating a significantly loww level and South African a significantly 
higher level of the Constructive aspects of organizational culture. The reasons for 
these organizations standing along and not clustering with any others are unclear. 
One possibility may be sampling error - that the organizational cultures in each 
country were somehow unique. In examining the industries represented in each 
country, the German sample was heavily weighted in favor of manufacturing 
organizations, while the South African sample had a higher proportion of organi
zations in the service industry. The results may, therefore, be due to an industry 
factor rather than a national factor. · 

The second cluster analysis, conducted without the entropy group, lent itself 
more easily to an understanding of the similarities and differences between the 
clusters. The results suggest that national or regional culture does, indeed, have a 
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strong influence on organizational culture. The largest clusters that emerged were 
delineated along cultural lines - East Asian and European or those with Euro
pean background. An examination of the linkages suggests that organizational 
culture in Italy is distinct from organizational cultures in the English speaking 
parts of the world. Furthermore, the perceived organizational cultures in the UK 
are different from the perceived organizational cultures in the former colonies of 
the UK: Australia, Canada, New Zealand, and the US. While cluster analysis is 
descriptive in nature, non-theoretical, and to an extent subjective (Hair & Black, 
2003) these results are still intriguing as they suggest that both international 
management practices and national culture affect organizational cultures. 

An examination of the findings across the clusters of the second solution 
suggests that the differences found, while statistically significant, are in many 
ways differences in degree rather than in kind. An examination of the profiles (see 
Figure 4) clearly indicates similar patterns of organizational culture in both clus
ters, with the more constructive aspects of organizational culture, that is, those 
aspects that reinforce and encourage organizational members to "interact with 
people and approach tasks in ways that will help them to meet their higher-order 
satisfaction needs" (Cooke & Szumal, 2000, p. 148) most strongly. Lesser 
emphasis was placed on the aspects of organizational culture that encourage 
organizational members to relate and behave with people in ways that will not 
threaten their own security (Passive/Defensive) and those aspects that encourage 
employees to manage tasks in forceful ways to protect their status and security 
(Aggressive/Defensive). Past research has suggested that if the Constructive 
aspects of organizational culture are emphasized most strongly in an organization, 
there may be unique cultural variations in the degree to which other aspects of 
organizational culture are emphasized without affecting employee job satisfaction 
(Kwantes, Boglarsky, & Kuo, 2005). 

We would suggest that the search for integration, then, in the globalization 
versus localization of organizational culture begin with examining the extent to 
which different behaviors are considered normative. For example, it appears that 
an emphasis on norms for behaviors consistent with the Constructive aspects of 
organizational culture is globalized. The search for differentiation factors, howev
er, is most likely to lead to how behaviors associated with these norms are actual
ly exhibited in each national context. That is, achievement (i.e., goal setting) is 
consistent with those aspects of organizational culture that stress productivity, and 
may be considered globalized. The process by which the goals are set, however, 
(for example if goal setting is participative or not, public or not, etc.) may be 
shaped by the local culture. Additionally, how given behaviors become normed, 
that is how they are actually reinforced, may be localized. For example, in a one 
context individuals may work better with group bonuses while in another, with 
individual bonuses. 

LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH 

While cluster analysis is an excellent tool for exploratory research, caution 
should be made when interpreting and attempting to generalize the cluster solu
tions, for several reasons. First, since this is a data driven procedure, the clusters 
formed are entirely dependent on the cluster variate used. In this study, we used 
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an instrument that provides a comprehensive, quantitative method for measuring 
organizational culture, but certainly there are other means of inquiring into, and 
measuring organizational culture (Martin & Frost, 1999). It is possible that these 
approaches could result in differing cluster solutions, since the cluster variate 
would be different. Second, the data used in this research were self-reported. This 
limirarion is important to note, as we did not have absolute measures of organiza
tional culture, but rather, aggregated measures of perceived organizational cul
ture. Additionally, it is important to note that the organizational members whose 
responses were used in this research were employed at organizations that were 
currently focussing on issues of organizational culture, hence rhe survey of 
employees. It is unknown whether these organizations are representative of other 
organizations in their geographical location, so while the clusters hold within this 
dataset, the exten_t to which they may be generalized to organizations that are less 
concerned with paying attention to their organizational culture has yet to be 
determined. 

The contribution of this study is to provide a starting point for examining 
organizational culture as a way of synthesizing the effects of both context (na
tional culture) and international business practices on organizational culture 
across the globe. This research highlighted some areas where organizational 
culture was stable across national boundaries, and some areas that were more 
malleable to external intluences. Additionally, groupings across nations provide a 
glimpse into where commonalities in organizational culture lie. As this research 
included organizational members from only ten countries, further research should 
extend these findings by including organizations from a larger number of nations 
with more geographical diversity, and then re-visiting the question of which 
variables might be involved in promoting similarities within, and differences 
between, organizational cultures around the world. Research suggests that percep
tions of effectiveness at the organizational, leadership, and personal levels, are 
tied closely together in the minds of employees with aspects of organizational 
culture (Kw antes & Boglarsky, 2004 ). Finally, if organizational culture does in
fluence the effectiveness of organizations, leaders, and ·employees, then it is 
imperative for managers in multinational organizations to be cognizant of not 
only organizational goals, missions and philosophies, but also pay attention to the 
context of organizational members, and how that affects their goals, missions and 
philosophies. 
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ABSTRACT 

Although goal orientation has been conceptualized as a multi-dimensional 
construct, researchers typically examine the simple relationships between the 
different dimensions and outcome variables of interest. Recently however, Fortu
nato and Goldblatt (2006), using cluster analytic procedures, found that a four
cluster solution best explained variance in individuals' scores on a trichotomous 
measure of goal orientation, as well across a variety of dispositional and motiva
tional variables. This investigation was designed to validate the four-cluster goal 
orientation solution and expand current organizational research by examining a 
variety of stress and attitudinal variables. Data from two work samples were 
collected: bank employees (N = 156) and retail customer service personnel (N = 
212). A four-cluster solution similar to that observed by Fortunato and Goldblatt 
was the best solution across both samples. Because a profile approach is consist
ent with theory. I recommend that goal orientation researchers take a multi
dimensional (Le., profile) approach when analyzing their data. 

INTRODUCTION 

Goal orientation has been conceptualized as a multi-dimensional individual 
difference variable, influencing the cognitive framework by which individuals 
interpret and react to achievement-oriented situations (Dweck, 1986; Dweck & 
Leggett, 1988; Elliot, 1999; VandeWalle, 1996). In recent years, goal orientation 
has become an increasingly popular construct of interest among social, education
al, sports, and organizational researchers. However, despite theoretical perspec
tives indicating that individuals can be characterized by having multiple goal 
orientations (e.g., Button, Mathieu, & Zajac, 1996; Dweck, 1986; Elliot, 1999; 
Harackiewicz, Barron, Tauer, & Elliot, 2002; Nicholls, Cheung, Lauer, & Patash
nick, 1989; Pintrich, 2000), researchers typically limit their examination of goal 
orientation to the relationships between the different goal orientation dimensions 
and outcome variables of interest. As a result, researchers may be drawing 
incomplete conclusions regarding the influence of goal orientation on important 
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achievement-oriented processes and outcomes. One notable exception (Fortunato 
& Goldblatt, 2006) used cluster analytic techniques to sort individuals into rela
tively homogeneous 'profiles' and examined how the resulting profiles differed 
across a range of dispositional and motivational variables. This investigation was 
designed to validate the four-cluster solution noted by Fortunato and Goldblatt 
and to extend their findings. 

GOAL ORIENTATION 

Although originally dichotomized into two dimensions, current theory and 
research supports a trichotomous framework of goal orientation that includes 
three orientations: learning goal orientation, performance - approach goal orien
tation, and performance - avoidance goal orientation (e.g., Elliot, l 999; Elliot & 
Church, 1997; Elliot & Harackiewicz, 1996; VandeWalle, 1996, 1997).1 In gener
al, individuals with a learning goal orientation tend to approach achievement 
contexts with a superordinate goal of developing task competence (e.g., Diener & 
Dweck, 1978, 1980; Dweck, 1986; Dweck & Leggett, 1988; Nicholls, 1984). 
These individuals tend to score high on measures of achievement orientation, 
conscientiousness, generalized self-efficacy, motivation to learn, and positive 
emotionality, have an internal locus of control, and view failure as an opportunity 
to learn (Bell & Kozlowski, 2002; Colquitt & Simmering, 1998; Elliot & Church, 
l 997; Fortunato & Goldblatt, 2006; Phillips & Gully, l 997). Moreover, individu
als with a learning goal orientation tend to set difficult goals for themselves, 
engage in effective strategy development, perform well, attribute performance to 
effort, and report high levels of intrinsic motivation and job satisfaction (e.g., Bell 
& Kozlowski, 2002; Button, Mathieu, & Zajac, 1996; Chen, Gully, Whiteman, & 
Kilcullen, 2000; Elliot & Church, l 997; Elliot & McGregor, 200 l; Phillips & 
Gully, 1997; Schmidt & Ford, 2003; Van Yperen & Janssen, 2002). 

Conversely, individuals with a performance - avoidance goal orientation 
tend to approach achievement contexts with a superordinate goal of avoiding 
demonstrations of incompetence. These individuals tend to score low on measures 
of achievement orientation, generalized self-efficacy, motivation to learn, consci
entiousness, and score high on negative emotionality and fear of failure (Elliot & 
Church, 1997; Elliot & Sheldon, 1997; Fortunato & Goldblatt, 2006; Vande
walle, 1997). Moreover, individuals with a performance - avoidance goal orien
tation tend to set low performance goals for themselves, engage in ineffective 
strategy development, demonstrate low performance, perceive difficult tasks as 
threatening, and report high levels of anxiety (e.g., Elliot & Church, 1997; Elliot 
& McGregor, 2001; Fortunato & Goldblatt; VandeWalle, Brown, Cron, & 
Slocum, 1999; VandeWalle, Cron, & Slocum, 2001). 

Finally, individuals with a performance - approach goal orientation tend to 
approach achievement contexts with a superordinate goal of demonstrating 
normative competence. They tend to score moderately high on measures of con
scientiousness, generalized self-efficacy, motivation to learn, and positive and 
negative emotionality and fear of failure (Elliot & Church, 1997; Elliot & Shel
don, I 997; Fortunato & Goldblatt, 2006; VandeWalle, 1997). Moreover, they 
tend to manifest a positive motivational response pattern, depending on their per
ceived level of competence (Elliot & Harackiewicz, 1996; Elliot, l 997; 1999; 
VandeWalle, 1996, 1997). 
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GOAL ORIENTATION PROFILES 

Despite ample research that individuals with different goal orientations manif
est different motivational response patterns, theoretical approaches to goal orien
tation indicate that the learning, performance - approach, and performance 
- avoidance dimensions of goal orientation are not mutually exclusive and that 
individuals may adopt or manifest characteristics of more than one goal orienta
tion simultaneously (e.g., Button et al., 1996; Dweck, 1986; Elliot, 1999; Harack
iewicz, Barron, Tauer, & Elliot, 2002; Hodge & Petlichkoff, 2000; Nicholls, 
Cheung, Lauer, & Patashnick, l 989~ Pintrich, 2000). For example, some individ
uals may strive for both self-referential and normative mastery while being less 
concerned with perceptions of failure. Others may focus instead on avoiding 
failure while being less concerned with mastery or normative success. Still others 
may focus on normative mastery and avoiding failure, while being relatively 
unconcerned with task mastery. 

Unfortunately, with only a few exceptions, researchers who study goal orienta
tion typically examine and report only the relationships between the different goal 
orientation dimensions and dependent variables of interest, despite the fact that 
research participants usually complete multi-dimensional measures of goal orien
tation and receive separate scores on each dimension. Moreover. those studies 
that have taken a profile approach have typically adopted (a) a two-dimensional 
model of goal orientation, despite widespread acceptance and support of a three
dimension model of goal orientation, (b) a three dimensional approach inconsist
ent with current conceptualizations of goal orientation, or (c) the use of multiple 
regression analyses to examine interactions among goal orientation dimensions 
rather than el(amining goal orientation profiles (see Fortunato & Goldblatt, 2006 
for a review of this literature). 

Only one study to date has taken a profile approach using a theoretically based 
construct valid three-dimensional measure of goal orientation: Fortunato and 
Goldblatt (2006). In their study, Fortunato and Goldblatt used cluster analysis to 
derive goal orientation profiles based on college students' scores on VandeWal
le' s (l 997) measure of learning, performance - approach, and performance 
avoidance goal orientation. They found that a four-cluster solution best explained 
variance in individuals' scores on the goal orientation measures as well as across 
a variety of dispositional and motivational variables compared to other potentially 
viable cluster solutions. These profiles were as follows: · 

One cluster of students consisted of those who scored above average on 
measures of both learning and performance - approach goal orientation and 
below average on performance - avoidance goal orientation. These individuals 
also scored relatively high on measures of achievement orientation, conscien
tiousness, generalized self-efficacy, positive affecti vity and motivation to learn, 
and relatively low on fear of failure and negative aff ecti vity. In addition, they 
consistently set relatively high distal and proximal performance goals, performed 
well, believed that ability is malleable, and attributed performance to internal 
factors. Fortunato and Goldblatt (2006) labeled these individuals 'high achievers'. 

A second cluster of students consisted of those who scored above average on 
all three goal orientation dimensions. These individuals also scored relatively 
high on measures of achievement orientation, conscientiousness, generalized self
efficacy, positive affecti vity, motivation to learn, and fear of failure and negative 
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affectivity. On average, they maintained relatively high levels of performance, 
and generally attributed performance more to internal than to external factors. 
However, although they initially set high distal performance goals for themselves, 
they tended to revise their goals downward over time. Fortunato and Goldblatt 
(2006) labeled these individuals 'moderate achievers'. 

A third cluster of students consisted of those who scored about average on 
learning goal orientation and below average on performance- approach and 
performance- avoidance goal orientation. These individuals tended to score 
moderately high on measures of achievement orientation, conscientiousness, 
generalized self-efficacy, positive affectivity and motivation to learn and tended 
to score relatively low on measures of fear of failure and negative affectivity. 
They also tended to believe that ability is malleable, set low distal and perfor
mance goals for themselves, perform relatively poorly, and attribute performance 
to external rather than internal factors. Fortunato and Goldblatt (2006) labeled 
these individuals 'low achievers'. 

The last cluster of students were those with below average scores on both 
learning and performance - approach goal orientation and above average scores 
on performance - avoidance goal orientation. These individuals tended to score 
relatively low on measures of conscientiousness, generalized self-efficacy, moti
vation to learn, positive affectivity and relatively high on fear of failure and nega
tive affectivity. They also believed that ability is not malleable, set low distal and 
proximal goals for themselves, and attributed performance to external rather than 
to internal factors. And although these individuals tended to perform relatively 
poorly at first, they improved their performance scores over time. Fortunato and 
Goldblatt (2006) labeled these individuals 'fear-based achievers·. 

Purpose of Study 

This investigation was designed to validate and extend the findings of Fortu
nato and Goldblatt by examining whether a similar four-profile solution would 
emerge as the best profile solution when samples of other populations of individ
uals were examined and different dependent variables were measured. Data from 
two work samples were collected: one consisted of bank employees and the 
second consisted of retail customer service personnel. To provide a stronger test 
of the robustness of the four-cluster solution, each sample was analyzed separate
ly rather than combining the two samples into one data set. 

This investigation also extends current organizational research by examining 
the relationships between the resulting goal orientation profiles and several stress 
and attitudinal variables. Although abundant research exists examining the rela
tionships between goal orientation and variables pertaining to task-specific 
motivation, such as performance, goal setting, strategy development, and feed
back-seeking behavior (e.g., Ford, Smith, Weissbein, Gully, & Salas, 1998; Lee, 
1989; Brett & Atwater, 2001; VandeWalle & Cummings, 1997), organizational 
researchers have largely ignored the influence of goal orientation on broader 
response patterns that also have implications for organizational effectiveness, 
such as job perceptions, work-related strains, and job attitudes. Indeed, models of 
job stress, attitudes, and well-being have shown that individual difference varia
bles also play an important role in the development, perception and experience of 
and reactions to organizational and environmental stimuli (e.g., Bolger & Zuck-
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erman, 1995; Brief, 1998; Cohen & Edwards, 1989; Katz & Kahn, 1978; Lazarus, 
199 l; 1999; McGrath, 1976; Weiss & Crapanzano, 1997: See Cooper, Dewe, & 
O'Driscoll, 2001; James & Mazerolle, 2002; and Jex, 1998 for reviews). There
fore, this study was designed to examine an expanded nomological network of 
goal orientation. 

METI-10D 

Sample I 

Participants. Three hundred and thirty-two employees from a medium-sized 
southeastern commercial bank participated in a survey assessing job stress and 
attitudes. Completed surveys were received from 156 individuals for a response 
rate of 47%. Twenty-seven percent of participants were between 18 and 25 years 
old; 37% between 26 and 35 years old; 27% between 36 and 50 years old, and 
11 % were above SO years old. Seventy-five percent of participants were female; 
79% were Caucasian and 19% were African American. Twenty-five percent of 
participants had only completed high school; 40% attended some college; 7% 
received an Associates degree; 25% received a Bachelors degree; and 6% re
ceived a Masters degree. Ninety percent of participants were full time employees 
with an average tenure of 2.74 years. 

Procedure. Questionnaires were disseminated to organizational employees on
site. Informed consent was obtained at the time of recruitment and completed 
surveys were returned either on-site or via mail using pre-addressed pre-stamped 
envelopes. 

Measures. The questionnaire consisted of measures of the following con
structs in order of presentation to the employee: interpersonal conflict, job ambi
guity, role ambiguity, role conflict, depression, health complaints, frustration, 
organizational citizenship behaviors, affective commitment, continuance com
mitment, normative commitment, job satisfaction, quit intentions, perceived 
organizational support, and goal orientation. All items -.vere measured using a 
seven-point Likert scale with high scores indicating agreement and low scores 
indicaLing disagreement with each item. Note that with the exception of goal 
orientation, additional descriptions of all of the scales used in this study can be 
found in Fields (2002). 

Goal orientation was measured using VandeWalle's (1997) 13-item goal 
orientation scale. Four items assessed learning goal orientation (LGO; e.g., "I 
often look for opportunities to develop new skills and knowledge"); five items 
assessed performance-approach goal orientation (PPGO: "I'm concerned with 
showing that I can perform better than my peers"), and five items assessed per
formance - avoidance goal orientation (PAGO: "I would avoid taking on a new 
task if there was a chance that I would appear rather incompetent to others"). 
Coefficient alpha estimates of reliabiliLy in this study for the three scales 
were .83, .81, and .86, respectively. Note that VandeWalle adopted the nomencla
ture 'performance - prove' goal orientation, and 'performance - avoid' goal 
orientation to refer to the performance - approach and performance -
avoidance orientation dimensions, respectively. However, for clarity of discussion 
the three goal orientation constructs will be referred to as learning, perfor
mance - approach, and performance - avoidance goal orientations, respective-
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ly, whereas the measures of these dimensions will be referred to as LGO, PPGO, 
and PAGO, respectively. 

Interpersonal contlict at work was measured using a four-item scale developed 
by Spector (1987: e.g., "I get into arguments at work often"). Work demands 
was measured using a six-item scale developed by Karasek ( 1979; e.g., "My job 
requires a great deal of work to be done"). Job ambiguity was measured with a 
six-item scale developed by Breaugh and Colihan ( 1994: "I am not exactly sure 
what the best way is to go about getting my work done"). Role ambiguity (six 
items: e.g., "Clear, planned goals and objectives don't exist for my job") and 
role conflict (eight items: e.g., "I receive incompatible requests from two or more 
people") were measured using scales developed by Rizzo, House, and Lirtzman 
(1970). Depression was measured with a nine-item scale modified by Quinn and 
Shephard (1974: "I often feel downhearted and blue") and based upon a 20-item 
scale originally developed by Zung (1965). A IO-item measure of health com
plaints (e.g., "I have frequent headaches") was developed based on Goldberg's 
(l 978) General Health Questionnaire. Frustration at work was measured with a 
three-item scale developed by Peters, O'Connor, and Rudolf (1980: "Overall, I 
experience a lot of frustration on the job"). 

Organizational citizenship behavior was measured using the six altruism items 
from Smith, Organ, and Near (1983: "I help new people even though it is not 
required"). Perceived organizational support was measured with a six-item scale 
adapted from Eisenberger, Huntington, Hutchinson, and Sowa ( 1996: "My 
company cares about my opinions"). Affective, normative, and continuance 
commitment were measured using four items each adapted from Meyer & Allen's 
( 1997) Organizational Commitment scale. Examples of affective and normative 
commitment are "I would be very happy to spend the rest of my career with 
[company name here}" and "I feel an obligation to remain with [company name 
here]"), respectively. Two of the continuance commitment items were selected 
from the high sacrifice sub-scale (CCHS: e.g., "It would be very hard for me to 
leave {company name here/ right now, even if I wanted to") and two were select
ed from the low alternatives sub-scale (CCLA: e.g., "I believe that I have too few 
options to consider leaving [company name here]"). Note that the CCHS and 
CCLA subscales typically correlate negatively with one another (e.g., Meyer & 
Allen, 1997). Note also that the commitment items selected for inclusion in this 
study were those reported by Meyer and Allen (1997) to have the highest correla
tions with their respective scales. 

Job satisfaction was measured with a three-item scale adapted from Cam
mann, Fichman, Jenkins, & Klesh's (1979) Michigan Organizational Assessment 
Questionnaire (MOAQ: e.g., "In general, I like my job"). Quit intentions was 
measured with a five-item scale adapted from Wayne, Shore, & Liden (1997: "I 
am seriously thinking about quitting my job"). 

Sample 2 

Participants. Two hundred and twelve employees from a discount retail 
organization completed a job perceptions and attitude questionnaire as part of a 
larger study examining the criterion validity of a person-environment fit selection 
instrument (Lundquist, Kudisch, Fleming, & Fortunato, 2004 ). Eighty-three 
percent of participants were female; 54.3% were African-American, 36% were 
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Caucasian, 6.9% were Native American, and 3.2% indicated 'Other'. Nineteen 
percent were between the ages of 16 and 20; 32% between 21 and 30 years old; 
20.2% between 31 and 40 years old; 20.2% between 41 and 50 y(?ars old; and 
8.4% over 50 years old. Fifty-one percent of participants were full time em
ployees and were 90.1 % employed with the organization for less than one year. 

Procedure. After completing a selection instrument, job incumbents were 
given a questionnaire to assess their reactions to the selection procedure as well as 
their general organizational attitudes. The questionnaire also contained a measure 
of goal orientation. All measures were administered on-site during working hoiurs. 

Measures. The questionnaire consisted of measures of the following con
structs, in order of presentation to the employee: perceptions of job-relatedness 
and perceived invasiveness, trust, job satisfaction, affective commitment, norma
tive commitment, organizational citizenship behavior, quit intentions, and goal 
orientation. Goal orientation was measured using Vande Walle:' s ( 1997) 13-item 
scale described for Sample 1. Individuals' reactions to the selection test were 
assessed using a three-item measure of job-relatedness (Kudisch, Poole, Dobbins, 
& Ladd, 1994: e.g., "I could clearly see the relationship between the test and 
what is required on the job") and a three-item measure of perceived invasiveness 
(Kudisch et al.. 1994: e.g., "Parts of this test could be considered an invasion of 
privacy"). Trust was measured using Robinson's (1996) six item measure (e.g., I 
am not sure that I fully trust my employer [reverse scored]). Job satisfaction, 
affective and continuance commitment, and quit intentions were measured using 
scales described for Sample 1. Four items were used to measure organizational 
citizenship behaviors directed toward individuals (OCB-I: e.g., "I help others 
who have been absent") and two items were used to measure organizational 
citizenship behaviors directed toward organizations (OCB-O: e.g., "I make 
innovative suggestions to improve my organization"). The OCB-I and OCB-O 
items were taken from Williams and Anderson (1991). All items were measured 
on a five-point Likert-type scale. To allow the reader to compare profile scores 
across the two work samples, scores on the goal orientation measure for Sample 2 
were transformed from a five-point scale to a seven-point !icale. First, individuals' 
scores were converted to converting them to z-scores. Next, the z-scores were 
transformed back into raw scores using the mean and standard deviation from 
Sample 1 (scores based on seven-point scale). 

RESULTS 

Test for Common Method Variance -
Because all variables were assessed using a self-report measure, Harmon's 

one-factor test was used (see Podsakoff & Organ, 1996) to examine whether a 
large portion of covariance in the dependent variables was the result of common 
method variance. The assumption of this test is that if common method variance 
is present, then (a) one general factor would account for a large portion of the 
covariance among the measured variables or (b) a single factor would be_found. 
However, the factor analysis indicated that four factors with.eigenvalues over 1.0 
explained 65% of the variance among scores on the measures for Sample 1 and 
three factors explained 71 % of the variance among scores on the measures for 
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Table 1. Zero-Order Correlation Coefficients Among Measured Variables for Sample 1 (N = 156) 

Variable M SD 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 IO 11 

l.LGO 5.79 .96 (.83) 

2. PPGO 4.84 1.28 .32** (.81) > 
3. PAGO 3.17 1.35 -.31** .12 (.86) '"O 

rE 
4. IPC 1.77 1.04 -.21 ** .15* .24** (.79) -tT1 

5.WD 4.00 1.45 .09 .24** .12 .22** (.83) 
t, 

6. JA 2.14 1.28 -.14* .12 .26** .34** .53** (.90) 
3:: 
c:: 

7.RA 2.51 1.38 -.17* .13* .33** .26** .56** .78** (.88) q -- 8. RC 3.07 1.38 -.09 .18* .23** .24** .57** .65** .70** (.89) ~ 
L,; - 9. POS 1.19 .37** -.04 -.13 -.16* -.09 -.12 c! 

4.75 -.05 -.02 (.78) 

~ 10. DEPR 2.59 1.34 -.24** . l l .29** .21 ** .33** .42** .55** .56** -.12 (.88) 

11.HC 3.05 I .45 -.21 ** .07 .23** .25** .21 ** .21 ** .25** .15* -.06 .57** (.89) ~ 
C/'l 

12. FRUST 3.18 1.67 -.15'" .26** .14* .32** .49** .47** .47** .52* -.19* .48** .4 1** m 
> 

13.JS 5.71 1.22 .36** -.10 -.21 ** -.24** -.26** -.29** -.33** -.28* .42** -.34** -.19* :;ti n 
14.AC 4.78 1.52 .29** .09 -.13 -.18* .03 -.04 -.14* -.03 .49** -.14* -. 12 :c: 
15. NC 4.09 1.60 .34** .l 7* .02 -.03 -.01 .01 -.05 -.07 .44** -.04 -.06 

16. CCHS 4.23 1.73 .26** .09 -.09 -.14* .09 -.03 -.03 -.01 .33** .06 .09 

17. CCLA 3.87 1.71 -.02 -.05 .15* -.02 .06 -.03 -.03 -.07 .02 . I 5* .19* 

18. OCB 5.31 .94 .31 ** .20** -. 13 -.02 .04 -.06 -.09 .06 .22** -.07 .07 

19. QI 2.88 1.62 -.29** .09 .15* .27** .17'" .29** .33** .23** -.30** .39* .28** 



vJ 
N 

Table 1 ( Continued) 

Variable 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 

12. PRUST (.86) 

13. JS -.39** (.80) 

14. AC -.13 .58** (.88) 

15. NC -.05 . .41** .68** (.84) 

16. CCHS -.04 .38** .61 ** .65** (.73) 

17. CCLA .00 .15* .16* .39** .50** (.66) 

18. OCB -.04 .23** .31 ** .25** .26** .05 (.80) 

19. QI .27** -.ocfu -.52** -.47** -.39** -.15* -.28** (.88) 

* p < .05, one-tailed. * * p < .01, one-tailed. 

Notes. Coefficient alpha estimates of reliability are on. the diagonal. LGO = learning goal orientation; PPGO = performance - approach (prove) 
goal orientation; PAGO= performance .- avoidance goal orientation; NA= negative affectivity; PA = positive affectivity; IPC = interpersonal 
conflict; WD = work demands; JA = job ambiguity; RA = role ambiguity; POS = perceived organizational support; DEPR = depression; HC = 
health complaints; FR UST= frustration; JS= job satisfaction; AC= affective commitment; NC= normative commitment; CCHS = continuance 
commitment - high sacrifice; CCLA = continuance commitment - low alternatives; OCB = organizational citizenship behavior; QI = quit inten
tions. All items were scored using a 7-point Likert-type scale. 
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Sample 2. For Sample 1, the first factor (29% of variance explained) consisted of 
all the job stressor variables; the second factor ( 19% of variance explained) con
sisted of all of the job attitude measures except for CCLA and quit intentions; the 
third factor ( 19% of variance explained) consisted of the strain measures and 
CCLA; and the fourth factor (8% of variance explained) consisted of the OCB 
and quit intentions measures. For Sample 2, the first factor (37% of variance 
explained) consisted of the trust, satisfaction, and affective commitment meas
ures; the second factor (19% of variance explained) consisted of the continuance 
commitment measure; and the third factor (15% of variance explained) consisted 
of the OCB and quit intentions measure. Moreover, an examination of the correla
tion matrices indicates that several strongly negative correlations, even among 
scores of measures that loaded on a single factor (e.g., job satisfaction and quit 
intentions [-.60] in Sample 1 ). Thus, although common method variance cannot 
be completely ruled out, the findings indicate that it was not a cause for concern 
in this investigation. 

Descriptive Statistics and Correlation Coefficients 

Tables 1 and 2 show the means, standard deviations, coefficient alpha esti
mates of reliability (where applicable), and correlation coefficients between 
measured variables for Samples 1 and 2, respectively. LGO, PPGO, and PAGO 
scores averaged M = 5.79, M = 4.84, and M = 3.17 for Sample I; and M = 5.30, M 
= 4.46, and M = 3.27 for Sample 2. In general, across both samples, learning goal 
orientation correlated negatively with perceptions of job stressors and strains, and 
withdrawal behaviors, and positively with positive job perceptions, attitudes, and 
behaviors. Conversely, performance - avoidance goal orientation correlated 
positively with job stressors and strains and quit intentions, and negatively with 
positive job perceptions, attitudes, and behaviors. Finally, individuals high in 
performance - approach goal orientation generally manifested a largely mixed 
response profile: performance- approach goal orientation related positively with 
a limited number of job stressors, strains, attitudes, and behaviors. These correla
tions were all consistent with theory. 

Cluster Analysis 

Cluster analytical procedures were used to generate the goal orientation pro
files. Cluster analysis sorts objects based on multiple characteristics so as to 
maximize between-group heterogeneity and within-group homogeneity. Several 
clustering methods are available (Hair, Anderson, Tatham, & Black, 1998). In 
this study, Hair et al.' s recommendations were followed by using a combination 
of hierarchical and non-hierarchical clustering methods to derive the goal orienta
tion clusters. With hierarchical agglomeration clustering, each object starts out as 
its own cluster, and in subsequent steps, the two closest objects ( or clusters) are 
combined into a new aggregate cluster. This process repeats until a single cluster 
is formed. One disadvantage of hierarchical methods is that they are sensitive to 
outliers in the data that can lead to undesirable combinations of clusters that 
persist throughout the analysis. However, to reduce the impact of outliers, a hier
archical method can be used as a preliminary step in identifying several possible 
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Table 2. Zero-Order Correlation Coefficients Among Measured Variables in Sample 2 (N = 212). 

Variable M SD I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 

1. Loo· 5.30 .92 (.76) 

2. PPGO 4.46 1.26 .38** (.77) 

3. PAGO 3.27 1.32 -.15* .28** (.78) 

4. Job-Relatedness 3.46 -.74 .12 .24** -.03 (.64) 8 
5. Invasiveness 2.41 .92 -.06 -.06 .06 -.23** (.73) > 

~ 
6. TRUST 3.61 .87 .28** -.00 -.20** .04 -.08 (.82) 0 
7. JS 3.81 .88 .26** .05 -.14* .00 -.13 .53** (.81) ~ m 
8.AC 3.32 .75 .22** -.01 -.23** .03 -.10 .63** .58** (.68) ~ ~ 9. CCHS 3.18 .83 .16* .19** .06 -.01 .05 .25** .37** .26** (.72) 

~ i-3 -10.CCLA 2.90 .95 -.08 .19** .23** -.02 .02 -.14* -.02 -.17** .47** (.75) 0 

11. OCB-I 3.84 .58 .44** .24** -.02 -.03 .07 .11 .16** .16** .15* -.05 (.76) 
z 
"'tl 

12. OCB-0 4.31 .74 .32** .00 -.31 ** .03 -.00 .26** .14* .19** .08 -.07 .30** (.56) ::io 
0 

13. QI 2.48 .99 -.20** .09 .21•• -.04 .12 -.54** -.56** -.52** -.21•• .08 -.10 .23** (.83) "T1 

~ 
en 

* p < .05, one-tailed. •• p < .01, one-tailed. 

Notes. Coefficient alpha estimates of reliability are on the diagonal. LGO = learning goal orientation; PPGO = performance - approach (prove) 
goal orientation; PAGO= performance- avoidance goal orientation; JS= job satisfaction; AC= affective commitment; NC= nonnative com-
mitment; CCHS = continuance commitment - high sacrifice; CCLA = continuance commitment - low alternatives; OCB-1 = organizational 
citizenship behavior directed toward individuals; OCB-O = organizational citizenship behavior directed toward organizations; QI = quit inten-
tions. All items were scored using a 5-point Likert-type scale. 
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cluster solutions and in providing input for subsequent non-hierarchical pro
cedures (Hair et al.). 

With non-hierarchical or k-means procedures, objects are assigned to a speci
fied number of clusters. Unlike the hierarchical method, which aggregates clus
ters sequentially until a single cluster remains, with k-means clustering the best 
solution is derived for the specified number of clusters. In the first step of the 
process, a cluster seed is selected as the initial cluster center and all objects within 
a specified threshold distance are included in the resulting cluster. Then another 
seed is selected and the assignment continues until all objects are assigned. Note 
that objects may be reassigned to different clusters as the process continues. 
Because cluster assignment using k-means procedures depends on the initial 
cluster centers provided, hierarchical techniques can be used to determine differ
ent preliminary cluster solutions that can be "fine-tuned" (Hair et al., 1998, p. 
498) using k-means procedures. 

In this investigation, the agglomeration hierarchical method with Ward's 
clustering algorithm was used to derive several possible cluster solutions. Ward's 
method was chosen because it minimizes within-cluster differences and avoids 
several problems associated with other algorithms (see Hair et al., 1998). With 
Ward's method, the distance between two clusters is the sum of squares between 
the two clusters summed over all variables. At each stage, the within-cluster sum 
of squares is minimized across the separate clusters by combining two clusters 
from the previous stage. · 

To facilitate the selection of cluster solutions, changes in the agglomeration 
coefficients (the within cluster sum of squares), for the last ten clustering steps, 
were computed. Small changes indicate that fairly homogeneous clusters were 
merged, whereas large changes indicate that two different clusters were merged. 
At each of the last 10 steps (i.e., 10 clusters merged to nine; nine merged to eight, 
etc.), the percentage change in the clustering coefficient was calculated, and the 
largest increases were noted. Next, individuals were classified into different 
clusters based on each of the solutions recommended by the hierarchical proce
dure and the means were computed for the three goal orientation dimensions for 
each cluster. These means were then used as initial cluster values for the k-means 
analyses. Finally, individuals were reclassified into clusters based on the k-means 
procedures. · 

As Hair et al. (l 998) indicated, " ... the selection of the final cluster solution 
requires substantial judgment... [especially when] more than two variables are 
measured on each object ... " (p. 479). Hair et al. (p. 499) continues: "In the final 
analysis, it is probably best to compute a number of different cluster solutions and 
then decide among the alternative solutions by using a priori criteria, practical 
judgment, common sense, or theoretical foundations." Based on the research 
question, the intent was to derive clusters that would create the most homogene
ous profiles that would lead to substantive differences on a variety of dependent 
variables across those profiles. As a result, after several possible cluster solutions 
were derived, differences among the clusters for each cluster profile across all of 
the dependent variables were examined to determine which cluster profile con
sistently ex.plained the greatest amount of variance in individuals' scores on the 
dependent variables. 

Cluster analytic findings. An examination of the agglomeration coefficients 
indicated that for both samples, the largest relative increases occurred when four 
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clusters were reduced to three (28.72% and 25.00% for Samples 1 and 2, respec
tively), three clusters to two (31.96% and 34.09%) and two clusters to one 
( 41.54% and 32.54%) indicating the potential viability of cluster so!J.1tions based 
on four, three, and two clusters, respectively. Note that a five-cluster solution 
based on visual inspections of the dendrogram for each cluster analysis was also 
examined. For each sample, average scores on LGO, PPGO, and PAGO were 
computed for each cluster in each cluster solution and used as input values for 
follow-up k-means cluster analyses. Consistent with Fortunato and Goldblatt 
(2006), the four-cluster solution was the most viable cluster solution across both 
samples. The four-factor solution explained more variance in scores on the goal 
orientation measures than either the two-, three- or five-cluster solutions. Moreo
ver, the four-factor solution explained more variance on 15 of 16 stressor, strain, 
and attitudinal measures for Sample 1 and 7 of 9 of the dependent variables for 
Sample 2 than· any of the other cluster solutions. Therefore, only data pertaining 
to the four-cluster solution are presented below. 

Table 3 shows the clustering variable profiles for the four-cluster solution for 
. both samples. In general, the profiles observed acros·s both work samples were 
similar to the profiles reported by Fortunato and Goldblatt (2006) using a student 
sample. In general, individuals in Cluster 1 were those who scored below average 
on learning goal orientation, slightly below average on performance - avoidance 
goal orientation, and moderately above average on performance - avoidance 
goal orientation. Individuals in Cluster 2 were those who scored average to slight
ly above average on learning goal orientation and below average on both perfor
mance - approach and performance-avoidance goal orientation. Individuals in 
Cluster 3 were those who scored slightly above average on learning goal orienta
tion, and above average on performance - approach and perfor
mance - avoidance goal orientation. Finally, individuals in Cluster 4 were those 
who scored above average on learning and performance - approach goal orienta
tion and below average on performance - avoidance goal orientation. 2 

Relationships between profiles and outcome variables. For Sample 1, the goal 
orientation profiles differed statistically significantly on all five stressor variables 
(i.e., interpersonal conflict, work demands, job ambiguity, role ambiguity, and 
role conflict: Fs (3, 154) = 3.55, 3.38, 3.26, 3.69, and 2.37, 11 2 

= .07, .07, .06, .07, .05, respectively, ps < .05); all three strain variables (i.e., 
depression, health complaints, and frustration: Fs (3, 154) =.4.59, 5.29, and 2.56; 
112 = .08, .09, and .05,respectively, ps < .05); job satisfaction, F (3, 154) = 4.74, 
112 = .09, p < .05; and organizational ~ tizenship behavior, F (3,154) = 3.67, 112 

= .07, p < .05. For Sample 2, the goal orientation clusters differed statistically 
significantly on job·relatedness, perceived invasiveness, trust, job satisfaction, 
affective commitment, continuance commitment low alternatives, OCB-I, OCB-
0, and quit intentions, Fs (3, 207) = 5.10, 2.78, 7.06, 4.21, 4.84, 4.76, 7.62, 4.11, 
and 3.37, 112 = .07, .04, .10, .06, .07, .07, .10, .06, and .05, ps < .05, respectively. 

Cluster 1. Sample 1 individuals in Cluster 1 tended to report relatively high 
levels of job stressors (Ms :;:;; 2.05, 4.11, 2.42, 2.84, 3.42, for interpersonal con
flict, work demands, job ambiguity, role ambiguity, and role conflict, respective
ly) and strains' (Ms = 3.02, 3.40, and 3.42, for depression, health complaints, and 
frustration, respectively) and relatively low levels of job satisfaction (M = 5.24) 
and organizational citizenship behavior (M = 5.03). Sample 2 individuals in 
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Table 3. Descriptive Statistics and Statistical Significance Tests for the Goal Orientation Profiles based on the Four-Cluster 
Solution for Samples 1 (N = 156) and 2 (N = 212). 

Leaming Performance Performance 

Goal Approach Goal Avoidance Goal 

Orientation Orientation Orientation 

> 
95 CI 95 CI 95 CI 

""O 
""O 
[""' -tTl 

n M z1 Low High M zl Low High M zl Low High 0 
~ 
C: 

Sample l 156 5.79 0.00 5.63 5.94 4.83 0.00 4.63 5.04 3.17 0.00 2.96 3.38 ~ 
Cluster -~ 

w 1 45 4.93 -.89 -1.10 -.66 L 4.36 -.37 -.51 -.23 SL 4.06 .66 .51 .81 MH 
-.I ~ 

2 40 5.83 .04 -.27 .36 A 3.47 -1.07 -1.30 -.84 L 2.10a -.79 -.97 -.62 ML ~ 
3 29 6,133 .37 .03 .70 SH 5.97 .88 .66 I. 11 H 4.73 1.16 .92 1.41 H 

4 42 6.4 J a .65 .47 .83 MH 5.87 .81 .63 .98 MH 2.15 3 -.75 -.93 -.58 ML ~ 
29.71"' 112 = .37 96.46* 112 = .66 112 = .70 

r./) 

F(3,152) = 115.58* tTl· 
► :::0 

Sample 2+ 212 5.30 0.00 5.63 5.94 4.46 0.00 4.63 5.04 3.27 0.00 2.96 3.38 n 
:I: 

Cluster 
1 65 4.49 -.88 -1.11 -.65 L 3.75 -.55 -.72 -.38 ML 3.78 .38 .25 .51 SH 

2 42 5.60ab .33 .10 .56 SH 3.22 -.98 -1.26 -.70 L l.85 -1.08 -1.24 -.92 L 

3 42 5.55a .27 .05 .48 SH 5.59a .89 .73 1.06 H 4.96 1.28 1.07 1.47 VH 

4 63 5.78b .51 .31 .72 MH 5.25a .63 .49 .75 MH 2.58 -.52 -.67 -.37 ML 

F(3,208) = 38.34* 112 = .35 88.49* 112 = .56 149.69* 112 = .68 
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Cluster 1, tended to report relatively low 
levels of trust (M = 3.33), job satisfaction 
(M = 3.54}, affective comwitment (M = 
3.14), OCB-I (M = 3.58), and OCB-O (M 
= 4.15) and average levels of quit inten
tions (M = 2.6 l). In addition, individuals 
in Cluster 1 tended to report below aver
age levels of perceived job-relatedness (M 
~ 3.25) and above average levels of 
pierceived invasiveness (M = 2.48) with 
respect to the selection instrument. 

Cluster 2. Sample 1 individuals in 
Cluster 2 tended to report relatively low 
levels of interpersonal conflict (M = 
1.36), work demands (M = 336), job 
ambiguity (M = 1.67), role ambiguity (M 
= 2.03), role conflict (M = 2.58}, depres
sion (M = 2.21 ), health complaints (M = 
2.81) frustration (M = 2.56}, and organi
zational citizenship behavior (M = 5.22), 
and relatively high levels of job satisfac
tion (M = 6.12). Sample 2 individuals in 
Cluster 2 tended to report relatively high 
leveis of trust (M = 4.04), job satisfaction 
(M = 3.98), affective commitment (M = 
3.60), and OCB-O (M = 4.55), average 
levels of OCB-I (M = 3.84 }, and low 
levels of CCLA (M = 2.46) and quit inten
tions (M = 2.14). They also perceived the 
selection instrument as not being job 
related (M = 3.31) and as being invasive 
(M= 2.50). 

Cluster 3. Sample 1 individuals in 
Cluster 3 tended to report relatively high 
levels of interper·s-onal conflict (M = 
1.93), work demands (M = 4.29}, job 
ambiguity (M = 2.44 ), role ambiguity (M 
= 2.92), role conflict (M = 3.31), depres
sion (M = 2.96), health complaints (M = 
3.63), and frustration (M = 3.37). These 
individuals also reported average levels of 
job satisfaction and organizational citi
zenship behaviors (Ms = 5.56 and 5.34, 
respectively). Sample 2 individuals in 
Cluster 3 tended to report below average 
levels of trust (M = 3.46}, job satisfaction 
(M = 3.69, affective commitment (M = 
3.15), and OCB-O (M = 4.12), and 
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above average levels of OCB-I (M = 3.98) and quit intentions (M = 2.81). They 
also reported the selection instrument as being job related (M = 3.60) and invasive 
(M = 2.59). 

Cluster 4. Sample I individuals in Cluster 4 tended to report average levels of 
interpersonal conflict (M = 1.74), job ambiguity (M = 2.08), role ambiguity (M = 
2.34), and role conflict (M = 3.19), high levels of work demands (M = 4.30), low 
levels of depression and health complaints (Ms = 2.24 and 2.49), moderately high 
levels of frustration (M = 3.38), and high levels of job satisfaction (M = 5.93) and 
organizational citizenship behavior (M = 5.67). Sample 2 individuals in Cluster 4 
tended to report relatively moderate levels of trust (M = 3.76), high levels of job 
satisfaction and affective commitment (Ms= 4.04 and 3.44), average levels of 
continuance commitment low alternatives (M = 2.85), high levels of OCB-1 and 
OCB-0 (Ms = 4.02 and 4.44 ), and moderately low levels of quit intentions. These 
individuals also tended to perceive the selection instrument as job-related (M = 
3.72) and not invasive (M= 2.13). 

DlSCUSSION 

As discussed in the Introduction, current theory and research indicates that the 
goal orientation construct consists of three independent, but not mutually exclu
sive dimensions. However, with few exceptions, most researchers tend to exam
ine and report the simple correlations between the different goal orientation 
dimensions and outcome variables separately, despite theoretical perspectives that 
indicate that individuals may adopt or manifest more than one goal orientation 
dimension simultaneously (Button et al., 1996; Dweck, 1986; Elliot, 1999; 
Harackiewicz et al., 2002; Nicholls et al., 1989; Pintrich, 2000). One notable 
exception was a recent study by Fortunato and Goldblatt (2006) in which they (a) 
collected data from college students and applied cluster analytic techniques to sort 
these students into different goal orientation profiles and (b) examined differences 
between the resultant profiles and various dispositional and motivational varia
bles. In their study, a four-profile solution was found to be the best solution 
among several possible alternatives. 

The investigation described in this article was designed to (a) validate the 
four-profile solution noted by Fortunato and Goldblatt (2006) and (b) extend 
current organizational research involving the goal orientation construct by includ
ing non-task related motivational variables that are also important for individual 
and organizational effectiveness. Specifically, data were collected from two dif
ferent work samples, and a variety of variables commonly used to assess em
ployees' perceptions of job stressors, job attitudes, self-reported strains and 
behavioral intentions were measured. In summary, across both samples of em
ployees, a four-profile solution emerged as the best profile solution. Moreover, 
the composition of the profiles was consistent with those found by Fortunato and 
Goldblatt. Thus, across three separate data collection efforts using three different 
types of samples and different sets of dependent variables, the same four-profile 
solution emerged as the best goal orientation profile solution. The composition of 
each profile, propositions relating to each, and implications of the findings are 
discussed below. 

Cluster 4 individuals. In this investigation as well as the study by Fortunato 
and Goldblatt (2006), individuals in Cluster 4 were those with relatively high 
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learning and performance - approach goal orientation scores and low perfor
mance- avoidance goal orientation scores. Fortunato and Goldblatt noted that 
these individuals tended to score relatively high on measures of achievement 
orientation, conscientiousness, generalized self-efficacy, locus of control (inter
nal), posilive affectivity, and motivation to learn, set the most difficult distal and 
proximal performance goals, and perform well compared to others. In this inves
tigation, Cluster 4 individuals in both work samples tended to report largely posi
tive job attitudes, moderate levels of trust, high levels of organizational citizen
ship behaviors, and low scores on quil intentions. Moreover, these individuals 
also perceived a new job selection instrument favorably (Sample 2). 

One interesting collection of findings regarding Cluster 4 individuals was that 
they tended to report relatively average levels of interpersonal conflict, job and 
role ambiguity, and role conflict, and high levels of work demands, while at the 
same time reporting low levels of depression and health complaints, but high 
levels of frustration. One explanation for these findings is as follows: Theory and 
research involving occupational stress suggests that highly confident- high 
ability individuals do not appraise challenging work environments as negatively 
as other individuals because they perceive themselves as having the skills neces
sary to cope effectively with their environment (e.g., Csikszentmihalyi, 1982; 
Csikszentmihalyi & LeFevre, 1989; Karasek, 1979; Lazarus, 1991). Moreover, 
such individuals tend to purposely seek out ambiguous and demanding work 
environments and organizational roles. Thus, because the underlying dispositional 
characteristics of highly confident- high ability individuals are those that have 
been shown to correlate positively with achievement-oriented variables (e.g., 
Colquitt & Simmering, 1998; Phillips and Gully, 1997; Fortunato & Goldblatt, 
2006), these individuals may perceive characteristics of the work environment 
that others report as stressful instead as challenging and motivationa1ly stimulat
ing. 

In summary, based on findings from this investigation as well as those of 
Fortunato and Goldblatt (2006), I propose that individuals in Cluster 4 (i.e .. those 
with a high achieving goal orientation profile: Fortunato ·& Goldblatt) compared 
to individuals with other profiles, are most likely to seek out, create, and thrive in 
somewhat ambiguous, highly demanding organizational environments that 
emphasize a continuous learning environment and moderate levels of employee 
competition. These individuals are likely to view and respond to organizational 
challenges positively by setting high personal goals for themselves and exerting 
high levels of effort, while at the same time being generally engaged with their 
organization, supervisors and coworkers (e.g., manifest positive job attitudes and 
work behaviors). I also propose that these individuals are most likely to benefit 
from leadership development programs and 360-degree feedback programs ( e.g., 
Vande Walle & Cummings, 1997). 

Cluster 3 individuals. In this investigation as well as in the study by Fortunato 
and Goldblatt (2006), individuals in Cluster 3 were those with relatively high 
scores on all three goal orientation dimensions. Fortunato and Goldblatt noted that 
these individuals manifested a largely mixed dispositional and motivational 
response pattern. They scored relatively high on conscientiousness, achievement 
orientation, motivation to learn, generalized self-efficacy, locus of control, posi
tive affectivity, and negative affectivity and fear of failure. Moreover, although 
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they tended to perform well consistently, they lowered their performance goals 
over time and tended to attribute performance to external rather than internal 
factors. In this investigation, across both work samples Cluster 3 individuals 
tended to report high levels of job stress ors and strains, low levels of perceived 
organizational support, moderate to low levels of job satisfaction and trust, 
moderate to low levels of organizational citizenship behavior, and high levels of 
quit intentions. Moreover, they were largely committed to their organizations 
based upon perceptions of loyalty (normative commitment) and financial consid
erations (continuance commitment - both high sacrifice and low alternatives), 
rather than emotional attachment (affective commitment). 

In summary, the findings of this investigation as well as those of Fortunato 
and Goldblatt (2006) indicate that individuals in Cluster 3 tend to manifest a 
largely positive motivational response pattern and a somewhat negative stress and 
attitude response pattern. Therefore, I propose that individuals with a moderate 
achieving profile (Fortunato & Goldblatt) should perform well in environments 
that emphasize either a continuous learning environment or normative competi
tion. However, because they tend not to be affectively attached to their organiza
tions, they will not be as highly motivated to engage in organizational citizenship 
behavior as individuals with a high achieving goal orientation profile. Moreover, 
because moderate achieving individuals are partly motivated by a fear of failure 
and are characterized by being high in negative affectivity, one possible side 
effect of positive task performance is that they might also experience relatively 
high levels of work-related strain and poor job attitudes, which may lead to in
creased absenteeism and health-related problems and a propensity for turnover. 

Cluster 2 individuals. In this investigation and in the study by Fortunato and 
Goldblatt (2006) individuals in Cluster 2 were characterized by average to low 
learning goal orientation scores, low performance - approach goal orientation 
scores, and low performance - avoidance goal orientation scores. Fortunato and 
Goldblatt noted that individuals with this profile were characterized by a largely 
positive dispositional profile, but a largely negative motivational profile. That is, 
despite being characterized by high scores on measures of conscientiousness and 
related constructs and low scores on fear of failure and negative affectivity, they 
tended to set low performance goals for themselves and consistently under-per
form in relation to individuals from the other profiles. In this investigation, indi
viduals in Cluster 2 also tended to report low levels of job stressors and strains, 
and below average levels of organizational citizenship behavior. However, they 
also reported high levels of job satisfaction and affective commitment. This find
ing is interesting and, although speculative, may have resulted because such 
individuals were employed in organizations whose reward structures were not 
based on merit or whose culture was not one that would be considered a learning 
or performance oriented culture. 

However, based on both sets of findings, I propose that individuals with a low 
achieving profile (Fortunato & Goldblatt, 2006) are likely to manifest a somewhat 
contradictory response pattern, depending on the culture of their organization. 
First, I believe that Cluster 2 individuals are likely to seek out environments in 
which the motivational imperatives for high performance are relatively non-exist
ent and manifest a low motivational profile when hired. If such individuals are 
employed in an organization in which performance is not highly monitored or if 
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the reward systems are not based on merit, they are likely to perceive their envi
ronments positively, report low levels of stress and strain, high levels of job at
titudes, and manifest low levels of withdrawal behaviors. However, in organiza
tions with a strong learning or normative performance culture, I suspect less posi
tive job attitudes and a high degree of turnover and absenteeism from these indi
viduals. Moreover, low achievers are not likely to care about receiving construc
tive feedback, nor are they likely to benefit from employee development pro
grams. 

Cluster 1 individuals. In this investigation as well as the study by Fortunato 
and Goldblatt (2006), individuals in Cluster 1 were those with relatively low 
learning and performance - approach goal orientation scores and relatively high 
performance - avoidance goal orientation scores. Fortunato and Goldblatt noted 
that these individuals were characterized by low scores on achievement orienta
tion, conscientiousness and related constructs and high scores on fear of failure 
and negative affectivity. Moreover, Fortunato and Goldblatt reported that despite 
the fact that such individuals tended to set low performance goals for themselves 
and attribute performance to external factors, they tended to improve their per
formance over time as the possibility of failure become increasingly salient. 

In this investigation, individuals in Cluster 1 tended to manifest the most 
negative stress and attitudinal response pattern in the workplace. Specifically, 
they reported relatively high levels of job stressors and strains, low levels job 
satisfaction and trust, high levels of continuance commitment- low alternatives, 
and low levels of affective and normative commitment. Moreover, these individu
als reported relatively low levels of perceived organizational support and organi
zational citizenship behaviors, and relatively high levels of quit intentions. Final
ly, they also reacted unfavorably to the implementation of a new selection meas
ure (Sample 2). 

Based on the findings from this investigation as well as those of Fortunato and 
Goldblatt (2006), I propose that individuals in Cluster 1 (i.e., those with afear
based achieving profile: Fortunato & Goldblatt) are least likely to seek out and 
thrive in challenging and ambiguous work environments. Although they might 
perform well over time, I suspect that such individuals will not thrive in organiza
tional environments with either a learning or normative-based performance cul
ture, nor will they benefit from employee development programs. Indeed, Cluster 
l type individuals are likely to experience high levels of stress and strain, report 
poor job attitudes, and engage in high levels of absenteeism, turnover, and health
related problems compared to individuals from other types of goal orientation 
profiles. They are also not likely to engage in organizational citizenship be
haviors, which are increasingly being used by organizations as part of their per
formance management systems. 

Implications. The findings indicate that a multivariate approach that allows for 
the simultaneous categorization of individuals on the basis of their scores on 
different goal orientation dimensions is more informative than univariate analyses 
that do not allow for the profiling of individuals. Moreover, the findings are 
consistent with theoretical perspectives of goal orientation that indicate that goal 
orientation is a multi-dimensional construct consisting of independent, but not 
mutually exclusive dimensions. Therefore, one implication of the findings is that 
researchers who limit their examination of the goal orientation construct to simple 
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relationships between the different goal orientation dimensions and outcome 
variables of interest may be drawing incomplete conclusions regarding the in
fluence of goal orientation on important organizational processes and outcomes. 
Thus, I recommend that researchers who conduct goal orientation research take a 
multivariate approach when analyzing their data, an approach that is consistent 
with theoretical models of goal orientation. 

The findings from this investigation also indicate that an individuals' goal 
orientation profile influences not only one's task-related motivational response 
pattern, but one's stress and attitudinal response pattern as well. Goal orientation 
has been conceptualized as a multi-dimensional, hierarchically-ordered, mid-level 
construct that is influenced by underlying dispositional characteristics, and which 
in turn influences achievement - relevant processes and outcomes (Elliot, 1997, 
1999). Given that a workplace provides numerous achievement-oriented cues that 
can influence individuals' response patterns at work (e.g., the level of demands 
expected of individuals; what constitutes effective or ineffective performance; the 
extent to which work efforts and contributions are supported and valued; the 
number of competing demands or obligations; the reward structures of the organi
zation), the findings suggest that goal orientation is a construct that warrants fur
ther attention as an important individual difference variable that predicts individ
uals' strain and attitudinal responses to job stressors and organizational stimuli. 

Indeed, goal orientation may actually predict employees' job related behavior 
and attitudes better than other dispositional variables commonly examined by 
organizational researchers (i.e., the Big Five and related personality constructs), 
especially in a selection context. This may be true even when goal orientation 
profiles are not examined. For example, in this study, statistically significant 
zero-order correlation coefficients ranged from .14 to .37 for learning goal orien
tation, .15 to .24 for performance - approach goal orientation, and .14 to .33 for 
performance - avoidance goal orientation. Compare these findings with recent 
meta-analyses examining relationships between neuroticism (negative 
affectivity), extraversion (positive affectivity), conscientiousness, agreeableness, 
and openness to experience with performance (ps == -.19, .12, .25, .02, and .09, 
respectively: Salgado, 2002)~ job satisfaction (ps = -.29, .25, .26~ .17, and .02, 
respectively: Judge, Heller, & Mount, 2002), goal setting (ps == -.29, .15, .28, -.29, 
and .18, respectively: Judge & Ilies, 2002), expectancy motivation (ps = 
-.29, .10, .23, .13. and -.08, respectively: Judge & Hies, 2002), and organizational 
citizenship behavior (ps = -.06, .15, .22, and .13, respectively: Organ & Ryan, 
1995 [note: openness to experience was not reported]. 

More importantly, the variance explained by the goal orientation profiles 
exceeded that explained by each goal orientation dimension separately and by the 
Big Five constructs noted above. For example, variance explained among the 
statistically significant findings ranged from 5 to 10 percent, equivalent to the 
amount of variance explained by correlation values ranging from .23 to .32. Thus, 
the findings suggest that an individuaJs' goal orientation may predict performance 
better than any of the Big Five measures alone. For example. the personality 
characteristics that have been shown to be most predictive of performance, job 
satisfaction, goal setting, expectancy motivation, and organizational citizenship 
behavior (see meta-analyses by Salgado, 2002; Judge et al., 2002; Judge & Ilies, 
2002; and Organ & Ryan, 1995, respectively) are precisely those that have been 
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shown to underlie individuals who comprised Cluster 4 (i .e., the high achieving 
goal orientation profile) described in this study. Conversely, the personality traits 
that characterized the fear-based individual described in this study (e.g., low 
conscientiousness, low emotional stability) typically are those that are practition
ers Lypically avoid by when se]ecting and hiring emp1oyees (e.g., Salgado, 2002). 

Finally, consider a comparison between Cluster 2 and 4 individuals: Fortunato 
and Goldblatt (2006) reported that both profiles scored relatively high on meas
ures of conscientiousness, positive affectivity, and emotional stability, three of the 
Big Five measures that are commonly used to select individuals into organiza
tions. And in this investigation, both profiles tended to report positive job at
titudes. However, according to Fortunato and Goldblatt, individua1s in C1uster 4 
manifested the most positive motivational response pattern by consistently setting 
difficult distal and proximal goals and by performing well compared to others, 
whereas individuals in Cluster 2 tended to manifest a largely apathetic motiva
tional response pattern by setting low performance goals and by performing 
worse, on average, than individuals in the other profi1es. Moreover, in Sample l 
of this study, individuals in Cluster 4 reported that they were more likely to 
engage in organizationa1 citizenship behaviors than individuals in Cluster 2. Thus, 
by selecting individuals into organizations on the basis of the Big Five measures 
and by not taking into account an individuals' goal orientation profile, organiza
tions may inadvertently hire Cluster 2 type individuals, individuals who are not 
likely to perform well in their organization. 

Future research. In the preceding paragraphs, a number of propositions were 
specified indicating how individuals with different goal orientation profiles might 
respond to achievement oriented cues in the work place and also indicated how 
the measurement of goal orientation profiles may be of potential utility when 
selecting individuals into organizations. Clearly future research should be de
signed to examine the propositions indicated in this manuscript. Moreover, re
search should be designed to examine the validity of using goal orientation pro
files as a selection tool. Note also that if future research shows that goal orienta
tion consistently predicts important organizational variables, as well as, or better 
than traditionally examined dispositional variables, one practical advantage of 
measuring goal orientation instead of other personality characteristics is that most 
measures of the former (such as the 13-item VandeWalle, 1997 measure used in 
this study) consist of many fewer items than most measures of the latter (e.g., the 
60-item short version of Costa & McCrae's, 1992 NEO), and as a result may have 
greater economic utility for organizations. 

In recent years, researchers have begun to examine the extent to which the 
different goal orientation dimensions moderate task-related motivational variables 
(e.g .• Bell & Kozlowski, 2002; Schmidt & Ford, 2003: Van Yperen & Janssen, 
2002). Thus, research is needed to ex.amine the extent to which the relationships 
among both motivational and non-motivational variables are moderated by indi
viduals' goal orientation profiles. For example, will individuals react differently 
(goal setting, goal revision, effort, performance attributions) to success or fai]ure 
depending on their goal orientation profile? Will individuals report different 
levels of job strains in response to job stressors or engage in different levels of 
positive and negative work behaviors in response to their job perceptions and 
attitudes depending on their goal orientation profile? Will individuals with differ-
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ent profiles be more likely to remain in organizations that have corresponding 
cultural profiles (e.g., a "learning organization") or leave when the organization
al culture differs from their goal orientation profile? And, how will goal orienta
tion moderate the relationship between organizational culture and individual 
effectiveness, with respect to both task and contextual performance? 

Cluster analysis versus moderated multiple regression. Fortunato and Gold
blatt (2006) listed several advantages of using cluster analytic techniques over 
multiple regression techniques, and as such will not be repeated here. However, 
note that the data were also analyzed using moderated multiple regression tech
niques3. In these analyses, four statistically significant two-way interactions and 
seven (out of 16 possible) statistically significant three-way interactions for 
Sample 1 were found, and one statistically significant two-way interaction and 
one statistically significant three-way interaction for Sample 2 were found. Thus, 
a larger number of statistically significant findings were found among the de
pendent variables when cluster analytic techniques were used to sort individuals 
into profiles (10 of 16 comparisons for Sample I, and 9 of lO for Sample 2), 
compared to examining interaction terms using multiple regression techniques. 
Moreover, the amount of variance explained by the cluster profiles was greater 
than the amount of variance explained by any of the two- or three-way interaction 
terms. For example, the amount of statistically significant variance explained by 
the cluster profiles ranged from .05 to .09 for Sample 1, and from .05 to . l O for 
Sample 2, whereas the amount of variance explained by any statistically signifi
cant three-way interaction never exceeded 2% and the amount of variance ex
plained by any statistically significant two-way interaction never exceeded 5%. 

Strength and Limitations. A strength of this investigation was that data were 
collected from two separate work samples and analyzed separately in order to 
determine the best profile solution for each. One sample consisted of bank per
sonnel and the other consisted of retail customer service personnel. As it turns 
out, a four-cluster solution, similar to that found by Fortunato and Goldblatt 
(2006), was the best solution for each sample. Thus, across three separate data 
collection efforts using three different types of samples and different sets of 
dependent variables, the same four-profile solution emerged as the best profile 
solution. Another strength of this investigation was that the cluster solutions were 
validated using an alternative cluster analytic procedure (see Footnote 3), produc
ing nearly identical results to those reported in the Results section were found. 

There were several limitations with this study. First, because the data were 
collected via self-report measures, common method variance may have been a 
problem. However, the results of Harmon's one factor test for common method 
variance indicated that although common method variance could be completely 
ruled out, it was not a cause for concern in this investigation. A second limitation 
was that the amount of variance explained in the dependent variables by the goal 
orientation profiles was typically less than ten percent. Although it is possible that 
the 112 values that were found might reflect the relatively large samples sizes used 
in this study, the findings are consistent with research examining the relationships 
between personality and job attitudes and stress. This literature has consistently 
shown that the amount of variance explained by personality is typically less than 
10% (Judge & Dies, 2002; Judge, Locke, Durham, & Kluger, 1998; Judge, Mar
tocchio, & Thoresen, 1997; Judge et al., 2002). 
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Third, for a few of the measures, estimates of reliability were less than ade
quate. Unreliability of measures can be a threat to statistical conclusion validity; 
i.e., attenuates ability to determine statistic significance. However, for all meas
ures in which estimates of reliability were less than .80, statistically significant 
correlation coefficients (both positive and negative) between these scales and 
many of the other measures were found. Moreover, although Sample I cluster 
differences were not statistically significant for measures with less than adequate 
estimates of reliability, three of the four cluster differences for Sample 2 were 
statistically significant despite their relatively low estimates of reliability. Indeed, 
note that although the estimate of reliability of the affective commitment measure 
in Sample l was .88, differences across the cluster profiles were not found. 
Conversely, despite an estimate of reliability of .68 for the affective commitment 
measure in Sample 2, statistically significant differences across the clusters were 
found. Thus, ·it appears that sample size (N = 156 for Sample I and N = 212 for 
Sample 2) may have affected the power to detect statistically significant relation
ships among some of the dependent variables for Sample l. 

Conclusion. In conclusion, evidence was found supporting the robustness of 
the four-cluster solution previously noted by Fortunato and Goldblatt (2006). 
First, the four-cluster solution was the best solution across entirely different types 
work samples. Second, the profile patterns observed were similar to those pre
viously noted by Fortunato and Goldblatt. Although further validation of the four
cluster solution is needed, the findings are quite promising in indicating the utility 
of sorting individuals into clusters based upon their scores on multiple goal orien
tation dimensions and in using the resulting profiles for the prediction of a variety 
of outcome variables that are important for individual and organizational effec
tiveness. 

FOO1NOTES 

1. More recently, Elliot and associates, (e.g., Elliot, 1999; Elliot and Mc
Gregor, 200 I) suggested a four-dimensional approach to goal orientation in which 
learning goal orientation is further differentiated between approaching task mas
tery and avoiding task mastery. However, with one exception (Elliot & Mc
Gregor, 200 l ), there is little empirical support for adopting a four-dimensional 
approach at this time. Indeed, as Elliot ( 1999) stated, "it seems reasonable to 
focus exclusively on the three goals in the trichotomous achievement goal frame
work in most achievement goal research ... but [to] bear in mind that in some 
situations or for some populations, the fourth cell of the full 2 x: 2 framework is 
also likely to be operative" (p. 182). 

2. On the advice of an anonymous reviewer on a previous version of this 
manuscript, a parallel set of cluster analyses and analyses of variance to those 
reported in this article were computed. First, to assess whether cluster member
ship would differ if a different hierarchical clustering technique were used to 
generate input values for the k-means analysis, the centriod method was used 
instead of Wards method, to generate input values for the k-means analysis. Note 
that there was I 00% retention of individuals from Sample l and 91 % retention of 
individuals from Sample 2. Second, because of the differences in cluster member-
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ship for Sample 2 between the two clustering methods, the data were re-analyzed 
using the revised cluster profiles. With one exception (perceived invasiveness 
- Sample 2), all statistically significant findings were still statistically significant 
for the new cluster profiles. 

3. These data are available on request. 
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ABSTRACT 

The emphasis, de-emphasis, or no emphasis of 20 dimensional categories 
(e.g., unconscious processes, purposive behaviour, early development) were 
compared by hierarchical cluster analysis for L5 formal personality theorists (e.g., 
Freud, Rogers, Bandura). Results uncovered three relatively unique families of 
theorists with 100% reclassification: (a) Adler, Erikson, Freud, Horney, and 
Murray were grouped as Neo/Freudians; (b) Allport, Bandura, Jung, Kelly, and 
Rogers as Phenomenologists; and (c) Cattell, Dollard/Miller, Eysenck, and Skin
ner as Empiricists. The first of two discriminant functions was based on positive 
loadings from each of purposive behaviour, multiple motives, and self-concept; 
and successfully discriminated among all three clusters (Neo/Freudians exceeded 
the Phenomenologists who exceeded the Empiricists). The second function was 
based on positive loadings from each of developmental continuity, early devel
opment, and learning; and negative loadings from purpo,sive behaviour, unique
ness, organismic focus, and ideal self. This function successfully discriminated 
between the Phenomenologists and both Empiricists and Neo/Freudians (who did 
not differ). 

INTRODUCTION 

Students and scholars of personality psychology soon realize the vast number 
and diversity of theories available to explain the richness of human behaviour. 
Just as the DSM-IV constitutes a taxonomy of psychological disorders, similar 
attempts have been made to organize and synthesize the spectrum of formal 
personality conceptualizations by condensing related viewpoints into the fewest 
most comprehensive schools or camps. Several textbook authors propose a divi
sion according to five or six large camps (i.e., Freudian/NeoFreudian, Trait, 
Cognitive, HumanisUExistential, Social Learning and Behaviourist; see Funder, 
2004; Hergenhahn, Olson, & Cramer, 2003; Monte & Sollod, 2003; Pervin, 
Cervone, & John, 2005), or discuss sets of theorists according to their specific 
assumptions of human nature (e.g., Maslow, Rogers, Allport, and Jung each 
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discuss self-actualizing motives). Unfortunately, this conceptual taxonomy ex
cludes any empirical justification for aligning a particular theorist with a particu
lar camp. In addition to offering new pedagogic tools and historical insight into 
the lineage of personality theory development, an empirical summary could 
"highlight connections between theories and offer pointers to future lines of 
investigation" (Taft, 1960, p. 87). 

To construct an empirical taxonomy, one requires empirical ratings or rank
ings of various elements in a formal theorists' conceptualization of personality. [n 
each of three editions, Hall and Lindzey (1957, 1970, 1978) ranked the underly
ing assumptions of over a dozen personality theorists based on their relative 
endorsement of several evaluative dimensions (e.g., unconscious processes). 
Based on previous classification investigations, researchers have utilized cluster 
analysis (Everitt, Landau, & Leese, 2001) to group the personality theorists into 
the fewest (and most comprehensive) number of theoretical families. Taft's 
( 1960) cluster analysis of Hall and Lindzey' s ( 1957) ratings yielded the following 
five clusters based on their dimensional similarities: (a) Adler, Fromm, Horney, 
Murray, and Sullivan (focus on purposive/social factors); (b) Freud, Adler, and 
Jung (focus on developmental/unconscious factors); (c) Angyal, Goldstein, Jung, 
and Rogers (focus on innate organismic self-actualization); (d) Adler, Freud, 
Murray, and Sullivan (focus on developmental continuity in social interactions); 
and (e) Allport, Cattell, Eysenck, Freud, Jung, and Sheldon (focus on constitu
tional personality structures). Whereas Taft permitted multiple cluster member
ship (e.g., Freud, Jung, and Adler each appear in three clusters), Schuh's (1966) 
reanalysis with a mutually exclusive membership criterion identified only four 
clusters: (a) Adler, Fromm, and Horney (social emphasis); (b) Angyal, Goldstein, 
Rogers, and Dollard and Miller, (self-analysis); (c) Eysenck, Freud, Lewin, 
Murray, and Sheldon (unnamed; we suggest 'constitutional'); and (d) Cattell, 
Jung, and Sullivan (also unnamed; we similarly offer no label). 

For Hall and Lindzey' s (l 970) ratings, Evans and Smith (l 972) identified five 
clusters: (a) Binswanger and Boss, Rogers, Goldstein, Angyal, Allport, Miller and 
Dollard, and Cattell (self-analysis), (b) Fromm, Horney, Adler, and Freud (psy
choanalysis), (c) Sheldon, Murray, Lewin, and Freud (biology), (d) Binswanger 
and Boss, Skinner, Miller and Dollard, Murray, and Allport (learning), and finally 
(e) Sullivan, Jung, and Freud (unnamed due to uninterpretability). Finally, 
Campbell's ( 1980) analysis of Hall and Lindzey' s ( 1979) ratings revealed six 
clusters: (a) Freud and Erikson (early development), (b) Murray, Rogers, and 
Goldstein (emphasis on uniqueness), (c) Skinner and Cattell (de-emphasis of the 
psychological environment), (d) Dollard and Miller and Binswanger and Boss 
(de-emphasis of personality structure), (e) Horney and Angyal (self-concept or 
ideal-self), and (f) Allport, Eastern Psychology, and Sheldon (uniqueness of 
individual focus). Five theorists (Jung, Fromm, Sullivan, Lewin, and Adler) 
neither conformed to these clusters nor contributed to additional clusters. 

The most recent analysis of personality dimensional ratings comes from Col
lins and Cramer (2003), who found two main clusters of theorists (each subdivid
ed into two composite subclusters), partitioned according to their endorsement of 
social influence and unconscious determinism. The first main cluster consisted of 
Maslow, May, Kelly, Rogers, Allport, Adler, Rotter, Mischel, Fromm, and 
Bandura, and was subdivided into Maslow through Adler (free will theorists) and 
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the remaining four (social determinist) theorists. The second main cluster consist
ed of Jung, Cattell and Eysenck, Freud, Dollard and Miller, Skinner, Sullivan, 
Klein, Homey, and Erikson, and was subdivided into Jung, Freud, and Cattell and 
Eysenck (biological determinists), and the remaining seven (Neo/Freudian) theo
rists. 

Although unanalyzed to date, Hall, Lindzey, and Campbell ( 1998) provide a 
table of dimensional ratings for each of fifteen formal personality theorists. Since 
the first edition almost 50 years ago, dimensions have been added and subtracted, 
dimensional ratings have been modified, and theorists have been retained (e.g., 
Freud and Jung), included (viz. Bandura and Kelly), or excluded (viz. Angyal, 
Binswanger & Boss, Fromm, Goldstein, Lewin, Sheldon, and a composite la
belled 'Eastern Psychology'). Admittedly, there has been limited use of these 
cluster analytic results to date, stemming in part from attention diverted away 
from the pursuit of taxonomic systems (with somewhat scattered social applica
tions) instead to the delineation of implicit theories of personality- assumptions 
or naive belief systems about the associations among personality traits (de St. 
Aubin, 1996; Cheng & Hau, 2002; Kalliopuska, 1985; Martin, Blair, Nevels, & 
Brant, 1987; Silvera, Moe, & Iverson, 2000; Wrightsman, 1992). 

In the present study, an hierarchical cluster analysis was similarly used to 
identify the most comprehensive yet parsimonious set of clusters among formal 
personality theorists. In an effort then to broaden the utility of these ratings for 
researchers and theoreticians, the most recent set of data were analyzed by cluster 
analytic techniques. Granted the present edition of ratings includes both new 
dimensions (e.g., molar emphasis) and new theorists (e.g., Kelly), a comparable 
pattern of theorist membership was still expected. Based on the results from past 
ratings (Campbell, 1980; Collins & Cramer, 2003; Evans & Smith, 1972; Schuh, 
1966; Taft, 1960), we expected to observe theoretical families similar in composi
tion across those reported previously: a cluster of Empirical theorists (those rely
ing largely on empirical assessments of personality; e.g., Cattell and Skinner), a 
Neo/Freudian cluster (those advocating early childhood and unconscious factors; 
e.g., Freud and Erikson), and a Self-Actualist cluster (those endorsing free will 
and purposive behaviour; e.g., Rogers and Allport). 

METHOD 

Evaluation of Theorists 

Hall et al. (1998, pp. 640-64 l) present a table of 15 personality theorists: 
Adler, Allport, Bandura, Cattell, Dollard and Miller, Erikson, Eysenck, Freud, 
Horney, Jung, Kelly, Murray, Rogers, Skinner, and Sullivan. Their underlying 
theoretical assumptions of human nature are summarized by the following 20 
dimensions: abnormality, biological implications, competence, continuity of 
development, early development, field dependence, group influences, heredity, 
quest for an ideal or mature self, learning, molar focus, multiple motives, organ
ismic focus. contribution of the psychological environment, purposive behaviour, 
self-concept, social science implications, structural emphasis, unconscious, and 
uniqueness. In their construction of this table, no information was available as to 
the number of raters who participated in the rankings, nor is it known whether any 
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interrater~reliability estimates were derived. As in previous editions, each dimen
sion was rated using a three-point scale, based on a theorist's emphasis ('3'), de
emphasis(' l '), or neither emphasis nor de-emphasis ('2') of a particular dimen
sion. It was assumed that (a) these ratings are a sound interpretation of the total 
contribution of the writings of the theorist, (b) the rated aspects represent area
sonable collection of formal personality theorists, ( c) the emphasized dimensions 
contribute equally to the essence of the theorist's thinking, and (d) the distance 
between ratings was not constrained as equal ( cf. Campbell, 1980). 

RESULTS 

A 15 x 20 theorist by dimensional table of ordinal ratings was converted to 
correlation coefficients using Kendall's tau. Squared Euclidean distance algo
rithms were used to create the theorist dissimilarity matrix (see Table 1; higher 
numbers imply greater theoretical uniqueness). This table is useful for two rea
sons. First, it permits an assessment of the relative distinctiveness of each theoret
ical conceptualization (e.g., Adler is theoretically closer to Erikson than Freud; 
but further from Skinner, Dollard/Miller, and Eysenck). Moreover, it allows 
researchers at least the rudimentary tools to trace a theorist's historical roots and 
later influences (e.g., Horney's theoretical assumptions are closer to [more in
fluenced by] Adler than either Freud or Jung). 

Based on this dissimilarity matrix, an hierarchical cluster analysis (Everitt et 
al., 2001; Gordon, 1987) was used to designate unique groups of theorists, such 
that the similarity of each theorist's corresponding profile was maximized, and 
intertheorist correlations or similarities were high. Because cluster analysis is not 
beset by deri vational assumptions, a variety of measure types may be used with
out concern of distributional shape (Everitt et al., 200 I). Using the procedures and 
algorithms outlined by Ward (1963) which demands squared Euclidian distance 
estimates, visual inspection of the dendrodiagram yielded membership ( of 15 
theorists by 20 dimensions) into three clusters or families: ( 1) Erikson, Sullivan, 
Horney, Adler, Freud, and Murray (Neo/Freudians); (2) Allport, Jung, Kelly, 
Rogers, and Bandura (Phenomenologists); and (3) Cattell, Eysenck, 
Dollard/Miller, and Skinner (Empiricists). 

After empirically assigning theorists to clusters, a discriminant function analy
sis (to reduce dimensional redundancy; Tabachnik & Fidell, 2001) evaluated 
whether the three clusters were stable, and whether the accuracy rate of assigning 
theorists to clusters was significantly better than chance. Although the sample 
size was admittedly small for this analysis, we believed it still appropriate given: 
(a) the chief aim of the analysis was classification rather than inference, and (b) 
the analysis was based on the population (rather than sample) of formal personali
ty theorists. An initial assessment of the suitability of this analysis showed that 
Box's M test for homogenous group covariance matrices was not significant: M = 
5.448, F (6, 517) = 0.564, p = .759. 

Using both Mahalanobis distance and Wilks' A variable entry criteria, and 
without constraining group sizes as equal, a stepwise discriminant analysis was 
selected in an effort to reduce the number of constituent theoretical dimensions to 
its fewest. Two discriminant functions were calculated, with a combined X2 
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Table 1. Personality Theorist Dissimilarity Distance Matrix 

Theorist 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 

I. Alfred Adler 31 24 26 39 7 33 12 12 31 28 16 27 43 11 

2. Gordon Allport 29 17 50 24 30 31 31 18 29 23 24 44 28 ;g 
3. Albert Bandura 16 19 17 23 26 16 39 16 28 21 21 13 :;o 

C/.l 

4. Raymond Cattell 25 21 11 24 24 23 28 20 31 21 21 
0 z 
► 5. Dollard/Miller 34 20 33 27 50 31 33 42 12 26 r 
~ 

6. Erik Erikson 32 11 11 30 25 9 24 44 6 --< 
V, 7. Hans Eysenck 27 31 28 29 27 36 12 30 @ 
°' t'I1 

8. Sigmund Freud 14 17 36 14 33 37 15 0 
:;o ...... 

9. Karen Horney 25 18 20 15 39 7 Cl:l ..., 
10. Carl Jung 35 25 26 42 28 

(1 
r 
c::: 11. George Kelly 28 15 33 17 Cl:l 

@ 12. Henry Murray 31 45 11 :;o 
C/.l 

13. Carl Rogers 42 16 

14. B.F Skinner 38 

15. Harry Sullivan 

Note. Squared Euclidean distance estimates; higher values imply greater theoretical uniqueness. 
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= 15) = 38.71, p < .001, Wilks' A= .035, eigenvalue (A)= 12.79. After removal 
of the first function, there was still a strong association between cluster member-
ship and the theoretical dimensions: x2 (l , N = 15) = 8.53, p = .003, Wilks' A 
= .4 76, A= l. l 0. Table 2 shows the loading matrix of correlations between theo-
retical dimensions and discriminant functions. The first function accounted for 
92. l % of the between-group variability, and maximally separated all three 
groups: Empiricists (centroid= -4.68), Phenomenologists (-0.23), and Neo/Freu-
dians (3.31). Stepwise entry of dimensions showed that purposive behaviour was 
the chief contributor to this discriminant function. An analysis of variance of 
purposive behaviour by cluster was significant, F (2, 12) = 31.68, p < .001 , MSE 
= .129. Student-Newman-Keuls multiple comparison tests showed that Empiri-
cists (M = 1.25) de-emphasized the role of purposive behaviour significantly more 
than both the Phenomenologists (M = 2.80) and Neo/Freudians (M = 3.00). 

Table 2. Stepwise Discriminant Function Analysis and Descriptive Statistics 

Neo/ PhenQmen- Emi;1iricists 
Freudil!ns Q!ogi~ts 

Structure Matrix (n =6) (n = 5) (n = 4) 

Dimension DI D2 M SD M SD M SD 

Abnormal Behaviour -.099 -.074 2.67 0.52 2.00 0.71 2.00 0.00 

Biological Anchoring .056 -. 149 2.17 0.75 1.80 1.10 2.25 0.50 

Competence .273 .223 2.33 0.52 2.20 1.10 1.25 0.50 

Continued Development .079 .977 2.83 0.41 1.40 0.89 2.50 0.58 

Early Development .132 .718 2.67 0.52 1.20 0.45 2.25 0.50 

Field Dependence .134 -.160 2.50 0.84 2.20 0.84 1.50 0.58 

Group Membership -. I 10 .001 2.67 0.52 1.60 0.55 1.75 0.50 

Heredity .215 -. I 85 2.00 0.89 1.60 0.89 2.50 1.00 

Ideal or Mature Self -.OIO -.493 2.67 0.52 2.20 I.IO 1.00 0.00 

Learning Process -.131 .497 1.83 0.41 2.00 0.71 3.00 0.00 

Molar Emphasis .068 -.472 2.00 0.00 2.20 0.45 1.50 0.58 

Multiple Motives .554 -. 195 1.67 0.82 1.60 0.89 1.75 0.96 

Psychological Environment .276 -.172 2.67 0.52 2.60 0.55 1.00 0.00 

Purposive Behaviour .598 -.802 3.00 0.00 2.80 0.45 1.25 0.50 

Organismic Emphasis .134 -.533 2.17 0.41 2.60 0.55 1.50 0.58 

Self-Concept .429 -.096 2.83 0.41 2.60 0.55 1.50 1.00 

Social Science Anchoring -.057 .397 3.00 0.00 l.60 0.55 1.50 1.00 

Structural Emphasis .130 -.228 2.50 0.55 2.00 1.00 2.00 1.15 

Unconscious Determinants -.068 -.416 2.50 0.55 1.60 0.89 1.75 0.50 

Uniqueness .181 -.587 2.33 0.52 2.00 0.71 1.50 0.58 
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The second function (7.9%) maximally separated Empiricists (centroid= 0.73) 
and Neo/Freudians (0.62) from Phenomenoiogists (-1.33). Stepwise entry of dimen
sions showed that developmental continuity and the inverse of purposive behaviour 
were the chief contributors to this discriminant function. An analysis of variance of 
developmental continuity by cluster was significant, F (2, 12) = 7.03, p = .010, MSE 
= .419; wherein Phenomenologists (M = I .40) de-emphasized developmental continu
ity significantly more than both Empiricists (M = 2.50) and Neo/Freudians (M = 
2.80). 

DISCUSSION 

The present hierarchical cluster analysis of Hall and Lindzey's dimensional rat
ings of 15 formal personality theorists was undertaken to derive the fewest most 
comprehensive set of theoretical families or clusters. By maintaining the ordinal 
characteristics of the data (cf. Campbell, 1980), and utilizing discriminant functions 
as an assessment of cluster stability and interpretation, the present study is unique in 
its approach. Using just two dimensions (developmental continuity and purposive 
behaviour), results indicated three clusters of personality theorists: the Neo/Freudians 
(Erikson, Sullivan, Horney, Adler, Freud, and Murray); the Phenomenologists (All
port, Jung, Kelly, Rogers, and Bandura); and the Empiricists (Cattell, Eysenck, Dol
lard/Miller, and Skinner). Similar cluster composition has been observed in previous 
studies (Campbell, 1980; Collins & Cramer, 2003; Evans & Smith, 1972; Taft, 1960). 
For instance, a Neo/Freudian cluster was identified as the first cluster for both Schuh 
(1966) and Taft (1960), the second cluster for Evans and Smith (1972), and the fourth 
cluster for Collins and Cramer (2003). A Phenomenologist cluster was identified as 
the first cluster for both Collins and Cramer (2003) and Evans and Smith ( 1972), and 
the second cluster for Schuh (1966). Finally, an Empiricist cluster was identified as 
the third cluster for Campbell (1980), the fourth cluster for Evans and Smith (1972), 
and the fifth cluster for Taft ( 1960). In addition, both purposive behaviour and devel
opmental continuity have been particularly important dimensions in the cluster analyt
ic results of both Taft ( 1960) and Collins and Cramer (2003 ). 

That optimal prediction of cluster membership was achieved with only two of the 
twenty evaluative dimensions is curious, since great lengths were taken to carefully 
evaluate theorists according to a score of dimensions, many of which appear by the 
present findings to be either redundant or superfluous. Verylikely, the remaining 
dimensions would become useful when creating subclusters within a theoretical 
family. To use the Empiricists as an example, the learning dimension is emphasized 
by Dollard/Miller and Skinner, but by neither Cattell nor Eysenck. Theorists who 
emphasize developmental continuity suggest not only that events taking place in the 
present are systematically linked to events that took place in the past, but that devel
opment is a consistent process accountable in terms of a single set of principles (cf. 
Erikson, Freud, Murray, Bandura, Skinner, Dollard and Miller). Alternatively, other 
theorists (most noteably Allport, Kelly and Rogers) stressed a lack of developmental 
continuity and relative independence of the functioning adult from the events of 
childhood or infancy. They suggest instead that different principles may be needed to 
account for what takes place at different stages of development. Alternatively, with 
respect to purposive behaviour, Hall et al. write (p. 631 ): "the importance of conceiv
ing the human organism as a striving, seeking, purposive creature is less central today 
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than it w~s in the past." Indeed, personality theorists are presently less concerned 
with general questions of motivation, and more concerned with specific issues (e.g., 
rewards, the self, and unconscious influences). Based simply on these two dimen
sions, a "relatively straightforward formula can be used to classify a given theorist 
among the conceptual families. Specifically, Neo/Freudians· are high on both purpo
sive behaviour and developmental continuity, Phenomenologists are moderate on 
pwposive behaviour but low on developmental continuity, and Empiricists are low on 
purposive behaviour but moderate on developmental continuity. 

It should be recognized that these results are offered as an heuristic device, and 
are themselves bound by various limitations. To begin, the ratings themselves are 
both broad and approximate, and are equally weighted across both dimension and 
theorist. This may obscure certain unique features of a particular theory. For example, 
whereas both biological mechanisms and uniqueness are emphasized within Allport's 
theory, the latter dimension is certainly more cardinal. Moreover, Hall et al. (1998, p. 
638) caution that readers need not "accept our judgments uncritically as they can 
freely make their own ratings using the same sources of data.'' Indeed, Hergenhahn et 
al. (2003) believe Skinner should be coded with emphasis (not de-emphasis) on 
unconscious processes because Skinner argued that we are largely unaware of our 
personal learning histories and operating reinforcement schedules .. 

CLUSTER- I: Erikson 

CLUSTER-1: Sullivan 

CLUSTER- I: Homey 

CLUSTER- I: Adler 

CLUSTER-I: Freud 

CLUSTER- I: Murray 

CLUSTER-2: Allport 

CLUSTER-2: Jung 

CLUSTER-2: Kelly 

CLUSTER-2: Rogers 

CLUSTER-2: Bandura 

CLUSTER-3: Cattell 

CLUSTER-3: Eysenck 

CLUSTER-3: Dollard/Miller 

CLUSTER-3: Skinner 

I 

I 

-· 

Figure 1. Formal personality theorist dendrodiagram. 
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In summary, these findings offer personality researchers clear avenues to test 
the underlying assumptions of human nature for a family of personality theorists, 
since all theorists who similarly proposed a particular hypothesis can .~ither joint
ly profit from its confirmation, or jointly suffer its disconfirmation. Moreover, 
new theorists of personality may utilize this taxonomic system as a starting point 
to ground their tenets in the foundations of previous theorists. Finally, the taxo
nomic system outlined in the present findings should offer useful tools to histor
ians, philosophers, and instructors of personality theory- that there may be more 
similarity than difference in views of hunian nature. 

NOTES 
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